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Intellectual Property Protection
for Software

clear answers.  Still, to understand the open ques-Capsule Description
tions will be of value to developers.

This module provides an overview of the U.S. intel- To provide software engineers a systematic introduc-
lectual property laws that form the framework within tion to intellectual property systems affecting soft-
which legal rights in software are created, allocated, ware, the authors have developed a framework for
and enforced.  The primary forms of intellectual understanding the elements of such systems. This
property protection that are likely to apply to soft- framework has been used throughout this module.
ware are copyright, patent, and trade secret laws, First, a discussion of the basic elements of most in-
which are discussed with particular emphasis on the tellectual property systems is provided.  Then, the
controversial issues arising in their application to various forms of intellectual property protection po-
software. Also included is a brief introduction to tentially available for or affecting software are ex-
government software acquisition regulations, trade- amined, to the extent possible, with respect to these
mark, trade dress, and related unfair competition is- basic elements. In addition, critical intellectual
sues that may affect software engineering decisions, property issues affecting software development and
and to the Semiconductor Chip Protection Act. use are addressed.  A separate section examines the

relationships among the various forms of intellectual
property protection.

This module is the first of three planned curriculumPhilosophy modules addressing legal issues affecting software
engineering. A second module, focusing on soft-

Many decisions about the development, distribution, ware development contracts and standard licensing
maintenance, and enhancement of software are like- practices is also available [Samuelson88b]. A third
ly to be affected by constraints imposed by intellec- module, exploring warranty and tort liability issues
tual property laws.  Intellectual property law pro- arising from the development and maintenance of
vides a “default setting” of rights allocation when software, is still in the planning stage.
software is created.  Licensing or other contracting
arrangements may satisfy those who wish to vary the
rights allocation arrangements that these laws create.
In order to foresee the appropriate manner in which Objectivesto develop and distribute software, it is important
that software developers understand the framework

The objective in teaching about intellectual propertyof legal rights and responsibilities within which ar-
protection for software should be to provide the soft-rangements for the licensing or sale of their software
ware engineering student with sufficient understand-products takes place.
ing of the forms of intellectual property protection

Although it would be comforting to provide un- and their relationship to software to enable him or
equivocal answers to all important intellectual prop- her to understand the constraints such laws may im-
erty questions, the fact is that the intellectual prop- pose on all aspects of the software development
erty law is in the process of evolving to provide ade- process. While it is reasonable to aim for achieving
quate and appropriate protection for software.  There a basic understanding of how some of these intel-
are many questions for which there are as yet no lectual property issues might be resolved, the pri-
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mary purpose of presenting the material to future
software professionals is to sensitize them so that
they will be able to identify situations in which con-
sultation with an intellectual property lawyer is ad-
visable, rather than to prepare them to solve legal
problems on their own.

Prerequisite Knowledge

This module is intended as an introductory overview
of the intellectual property laws affecting software.
In order to understand the concepts presented, it is
not necessary that the student have any particular
legal knowledge or background.  General knowledge
of software and software development practices,
however, is assumed.

2 SEI-CM-14-2.1
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Module Content

Most references in the text are to items in the several 2.1.5.4. Particular Issues in Software Case
bibliographies at the end of the module (see table of Law
contents). For example, [Conley85] refers to a jour- 2.1.6. Remedies
nal article listed under “Articles and Reports.” Cita-

2.2. Patent Lawtions of court cases are shown in italics (e.g.,
2.2.1. Subject Matter[MeadData ]) and are compiled in a bibliography la-

beled “Cases.” References to federal law (e.g., [15 2.2.2. Requisites
U.S.C. §1127]) are made in the text without specific 2.2.2.1. Subject Matter Requisites
bibliographic entries.  Citations of federal regula-

2.2.2.2. Registration Processtions are handled similarly (e.g., [37 C.F.R. §1.96]).
2.2.2.3. NoticeA discussion of legal citations, along with necessary

background information on the U.S. legal system 2.2.3. Exclusive Rights
and suggestions of where to find legal research

2.2.4. Limitations on Exclusive Rightsmaterials, may be found at the beginning of
2.2.4.1. Duration of ProtectionBibliographies.
2.2.4.2. First Sale Rule

2.2.5. Infringement Standard
2.2.5.1. Equivalents Standard

Outline 2.2.5.2. Software Questions

2.2.6. Remedies1. Intellectual Property and Intellectual Property
2.3. Trade Secret LawSystems

2.3.1. Subject Matter and Requisites1.1. Why Intellectual Property Systems Exist

2.3.2. Exclusive Rights and Infringement1.2. Public Domain
Standards1.3. What an “Intellectual Property” Is

2.3.3. Limitations on Exclusive Rights2. The Forms of Intellectual Property Protection
2.3.3.1. DurationAffecting Software
2.3.3.2. Reverse Engineering2.1. The Copyright Law

2.1.1. Subject Matter 2.3.3.3. Independent Development
2.1.2. Requisites 2.3.3.4. Restriction of Employees’ Rights by

Employers2.1.2.1. Subject Matter Requisites
2.3.4. Remedies2.1.2.2. Authorship Requisites

2.3.4.1. Enforcement against Those Who2.1.2.3. Procedural Requisites
Misappropriate Trade Secrets

2.1.3. Exclusive Rights
2.3.4.2. Enforcement against Third Parties

2.1.4. Limitations on Exclusive Rights
2.4. Federal Acquisition Regulations2.1.4.1. Duration of Protection

2.4.1. Subject Matter of Government
2.1.4.2. Special Computer Program Provision Procurement Regulations
2.1.4.3. Fair Use 2.4.2. Treatment of Software, Hardware, and
2.1.4.4. First Sale Rights Technical Data under the Federal Acquisition

Regulations2.1.4.5. Private Use Rights
2.4.3. Rights Obtained by the Government2.1.5. Infringement Standard

2.4.3.1. Unlimited Rights in2.1.5.1. Standard Copyright Doctrine
Government-Funded Software2.1.5.2. Scope of Protection

2.4.3.2. Limited/Restricted Rights in2.1.5.3. Software Case Law in General
Privately Funded Software
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2.4.3.3. Rights in Mixed-Funding Software Annotated Outline
2.4.4. Constraints on the Rights of the

Government 1. Intellectual Property and Intellectual Property
Systems2.4.4.1. Practical Constraints
1.1. Why Intellectual Property Systems Exist2.4.4.2. Legislative Constraints

The primary purpose of the intellectual property2.4.5. Government Rights and Traditional
laws is to encourage the development and dissemi-Intellectual Property Remedies
nation of innovative works for use by the public.

2.5. Trademarks and Unfair Competition The creation or invention of useful items and artistic
2.5.1. Trademarks works generally requires the investment of consid-

erable time, energy, and resources by skilled,2.5.1.1. Subject Matter and Requisites
talented people. To encourage such activities, the

2.5.1.2. Additional Requisites intellectual property laws provide, as an incentive,
the opportunity to obtain exclusive rights to control2.5.1.3. Exclusive Rights
commercial exploitation of the innovative or artistic2.5.1.4. Limitations on the Exclusive Rights
work for a specified period of time. The public

2.5.1.5. Infringement Standard receives one benefit when the new work is made
available to them for use through some form of sale2.5.1.6. Remedies
or licensing arrangement.  The public obtains a sec-

2.5.2. Trade Dress Protection ond benefit when, after the expiration of the period
of time of exclusive rights protection, the work falls2.5.3. Unfair Competition
into the public domain and may be freely used and2.6. Semiconductor Chip Protection Act
duplicated, thereby providing even greater availabil-

2.6.1. Subject Matter ity to the public [OTA86, Mazer, Sony, Patterson87,
Davidson86b].2.6.2. Requisites

2.6.2.1. Originality 1.2. Public Domain
2.6.2.2. Registration Works that are not protected or protectable within an

2.6.3. Exclusive Rights intellectual property system are said to be in the
public domain.  “Public domain” means that no one2.6.4. Limitations on Exclusive Rights
holds rights to exclude members of the public from

2.6.4.1. Duration of Protection using, altering, replicating, sharing, or commercially
exploiting copies or versions of the work that they2.6.4.2. Reverse Engineering
have legitimately obtained.  The work is available2.6.4.3. First Sale Doctrine for general use by the public without intellectual

2.6.4.4. Innocent Purchase of Infringing property restrictions upon that use.
Chips

A work may come into the public domain in various
2.6.5. Infringement Standard ways. For example:
2.6.6. Remedies • The work may not qualify as an appropriate sub-

ject matter for intellectual property protection.3. Interplay among Forms of Intellectual Property
• Those eligible to assert an intellectual propertyLaw Affecting Software

interest in the work may choose not to make3.1. Copyright and Patent
such an assertion or may fail to obtain protection

3.2. Copyright and Trade Secret within the appropriate time period or under the
approved procedures.3.3. Copyright and Federal Regulations

• The duration of intellectual property protection3.4. Copyright and Trademark/Unfair Competition
for the work may have expired.

3.5. Copyright and SCPA
Once a work has entered the public domain, it may3.6. Patent and Trade Secret
be used by any member of the public and remains

3.7. Patent and Federal Regulations ineligible for intellectual property protection.  If a
member of the public finds a use for it, that person3.8. Patent and SCPA
cannot obtain intellectual property protection for the

3.9. Trade Secret and Federal Regulations work; however, if he or she improves upon it, that
3.10. Trade Secret and SCPA improvement alone may be protectable [Lange81,

OTA86].

4 SEI-CM-14-2.1
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has created such difficulties, see [Kidwell85], [Ras-1.3. What an “Intellectual Property” Is
kind86], [Samuelson84], [Samuelson86a], [Stern86],

Intellectual property law provides the framework and [OTA86].)
within which legal rights in software are created,
allocated, and enforced.  As the term itself suggests, More attention will be devoted to copyright law in this
intellectual property law provides property rights of module than to other forms of intellectual property pro-
a sort in the intellectual products of the human mind. tection because that is where most of the “action” is at
The purpose of these laws is to provide incentives the moment—that is where the most controversial is-
for developing innovations that may contribute to sues are being fought out. In addition, software firms
the growth of knowledge and science.  There are are increasingly relying on copyright as the primary
several types of intellectual property protection that form of intellectual property protection for their soft-
might be available for software, including copyright, ware.
patent, and trade secret laws.

Although some early software patent cases were some-
Intellectual property systems may be thought of as what hostile to the patenting of software, there has
consisting of six elements: been a revival of interest in and use of this form of

protection. Some important and open questions about1. A definition of the subject matter to which the
the extent of patent protection for software inventionsintellectual property law applies (e.g.,
remain.machines are within the subject matter of

patent, but not copyright).
After copyright law, perhaps the next most commonly

2. A set of requisites for protection, which in- used form of intellectual property protection for soft-
cludes: ware is trade secret law.  Although it has some dis-

advantages for mass-marketed products and although• What qualities the subject matter must pos-
some troublesome questions remain—particularlysess to be protectable (e.g., how much cre-
about the coexistence of trade secret and copyright orativity must be shown to be entitled to in-
patent protection—trade secret protection has many de-tellectual property rights).
sirable features for software developers.  It is especially• Who is entitled to assert the intellectual
desirable because it can be used to protect ideas andproperty right.
other valuable information that patent and copyright

• What procedural steps must be taken to ac- law may not protect, and it is of potentially unlimited
quire or retain the intellectual property duration.
rights.

Because so much valuable software is either developed3. A set of rights (“exclusive rights”) to exclude
under federal government contract or sold to theother people from certain activities.
federal government, it is important for many software

4. A public policy limitation on the extent of the developers to understand government procurement reg-
owner’s intellectual property rights. ulations regarding software.  Like traditional intellec-

5. A procedure for determining whether tual property laws, these regulations allocate rights be-
“infringement” has occurred.  (An infringe- tween developers and users/customers.  They may sig-
ment is a violation of one of the exclusive nificantly affect software engineering decisions, partic-
rights.) ularly as to use of proprietary items in software in-

tended for sale to the government.  Because it is much6. A specification of what remedies are available.
more difficult to vary the terms of government con-

2. The Forms of Intellectual Property Protection tracts with respect to software rights allocations than it
Affecting Software is those of contracts not involving the federal govern-

ment, there is strong incentive for those who deal with
Although there are some intellectual property systems the government to understand the principles of the ac-
—such as the Plant Variety Protection Act—that do not quisition regulations.
apply to software, there are many that do.  Many arti-
cles, books, and legal decisions discuss or hypothesize There are other forms of intellectual property protec-
about the appropriate forms of intellectual property tion relevant to software. For example, certain aspects
protection for computer programs.  Unfortunately, of software can be protected under trademark, trade
there is as yet little certainty in this area of the law. dress, and unfair competition law.  In addition, semi-
Lawyers and legal scholars debate not only the present conductor chip designs can be protected under the
state of the law, but also the directions in which the law Semiconductor Chip Protection Act.
should be moving.  Software, which is both a “writing”

2.1. The Copyright Law(traditionally copyright-protected) and a “machine”
(traditionally patent-protected), has created particularly Although the Copyright Office began accepting
difficult accommodation problems for copyright and source code listings as copyrightable subject matter
patent law.  (For sources discussing reasons software as early as 1964, it was not until 1980 that Congress

SEI-CM-14-2.1 5
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explicitly added machine-readable computer pro- bases. (Not all arrangements of data may be
grams to the subject matter of copyright [CONTU79, deemed original.) [Samuelson86b] discusses
Samuelson84]. Copyright is now a commonly relied the originality problem with respect to non-
upon form of intellectual property protection for human authors in the case of computer-
software. generated works.

2.1.1. Subject Matter 2.1.2.1.2. Fixed in a Tangible Medium of
Expression

Under the United States Constitution, the subject
matter of copyright law is the “writings” of Section 101 of the copyright law defines the
“authors.” Article I, section 8, clause 8, of the word “fixed.” When a work has been em-
Constitution empowers Congress to grant ex- bodied in some tangible form (e.g., written
clusive rights to “authors” for their “writings” for on paper), it has been fixed, as long as it is
limited times, in order to promote the progress of sufficiently stable in its embodiment so that
science and the arts. Under §102 of the present it can be perceived [OTA86]. (A live jazz
Copyright Act, copyright protection is available performance is uncopyrightable because it
for “original works of authorship,” such as books, has not been “fixed.”)
paintings, motion pictures, and sound recordings

2.1.2.1.3. Non-Utilitarian Work[Kaplan67]. In spite of the addition of explicit
provision for software copyright in the most re- Useful articles, such as machines, are gener-
cent revision of the Copyright Act [17 U.S.C. ally excluded from the copyright realm.
§101, et seq.], some have questioned whether Things are considered useful if they do more
computer programs are a proper subject matter for than convey information or display an ap-
copyright law [Samuelson84, Davidson83, pearance. Software seems to be an excep-
OTA86]. tion to this general rule [Samuelson84,

Karjala87, OTA86]. In challenges to soft-2.1.2. Requisites
ware copyright on the basis of its utility,

2.1.2.1. Subject Matter Requisites operating systems have been held to be
copyrightable [Franklin ], as has microcodeIn order to qualify for copyright protection, a
[NEC ].work of authorship must meet certain re-

quisites. Some of these relate to the subject 2.1.2.2. Authorship Requisites
matter itself, which is required to be all of the
following [17 U.S.C. §102]: Generally, it is only the author of a work who

may claim a copyright in it. Under the “work• “Original”
made for hire” copyright rule, however, a• “Fixed” in a tangible medium of expression copyright in work made by an employee within

• A non-utilitarian work the scope of his or her employment is owned
by the employer, even though the employee ac-2.1.2.1.1. Originality tually authored the work [17 U.S.C. §201].

“Originality” is not defined in the statute.
There are a few categories of specially com-Congress chose to let the courts define it
missioned works that are also consideredthrough common-law refinement.  Unfor-
“works made for hire.” In general, softwaretunately, different court decisions have de-
does not qualify under this specially commis-fined it different ways.  In general, origi-
sioned work exception.  Copyright ownershipnality has been considered a low-level stan-
in most specially commissioned software prod-dard, requiring, at a minimum, that the work
ucts belongs to the developer of the software,owe its origins to the person who claims
unless there is an agreement in writing reflect-rights in it and that it not have been copied
ing a different allocation of rights.from another.  Some cases suggest that a

degree of intellectual labor, judgment, or Ownership of a copyright can be sold, licensed,
creativity may also need to be shown. or simply given to another by the owner. The

owner can also license or give up any or all ofOriginality has become a very controversial
the exclusive rights of copyright [Samuel-topic of copyright law, particularly in soft-
son88b].ware matters. Should there be a higher orig-

inality standard for certain kinds of works? 2.1.2.3. Procedural Requisites
This question is addressed for software in

The Copyright Act long required that a[Raskind86], [Catalda ], and [Gracen ].
copyright notice be placed on a work to be[MeadData ], [Financial ], and [OTA86] treat
protected. For works created after March 1,questions of originality of computer data-

6 SEI-CM-14-2.1
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1989, however, no notice is required. Even so, being a deposit of the the first and last 25
notice may still be advisable, in order to prove pages of the source code listing of the pro-
willful infringement. Registration of the gram to register it, in lieu of the entire pro-
copyright with the Copyright Office is required gram [Samuelson84].
for U.S.  works in order to sue for infringe-

2.1.3. Exclusive Rightsment.

To own a copyright is to have a set of five ex-2.1.2.3.1. Notice
clusive rights with respect to the copyrighted

Copyright protection arises for an original work. (This means the author can prevent others
work of authorship from the moment it be- from doing these five things with respect to it.)
comes “fixed” in a tangible medium of ex- These rights, set forth in §106 of the Copyright
pression [17 U.S.C. §202]. Copyright pro- Act, are the following:
tection can be either claimed or waived. 1. To reproduce the copyrighted work in

copies or phonographic records.To assert a copyright interest in a work that
2. To prepare “derivative works” based uponis or is about to be published (i.e., distri-

the copyrighted work.  (The termbuted to the public), it has been traditional to
“derivative work” is broadly defined in theplace a copyright notice on the work in an
statute. Establishing a work to be a deriva-appropriate place.  (The Copyright Office
tive work has been construed to requirehas rules about where the copyright notice
showing the taking of protected expression.should be placed.) Failure to affix a notice
The right to prepare derivative works hason works created before March 1, 1989 may
been considered coextensive with thecause the work to fall into the public
“reproduction” right [Samuelson86a].)domain, although some inadvertent omis-

sions of notice can be corrected.  The 3. To distribute copies or phonographic
copyright notice consists of these elements: records of the copyrighted work to the

public by sale or other transfer of owner-1. The word “copyright” or the symbol
ship, or by rental, lease, or lending.“©”

4. In the case of literary, musical, dramatic,2. The name of the copyright holder
and choreographic works, pantomime, and3. The year of publication
motion pictures, and other audiovisual

For works created after March 1, 1989 works, to perform the copyrighted work
notice is no longer required. publicly.

2.1.2.3.2. Registration 5. In the case of literary, musical, dramatic,
and choreographic works, pantomime, and

Registration of the copyrighted work with pictorial, graphic, or sculptural works, in-
the Copyright Office is not required in order cluding the individual images of a motion
to have a copyright interest in a work.  How- picture or other audiovisual work, to display
ever, having a registration certificate— the copyrighted work publicly.
which can be obtained only from the

Software is said to be a “literary work” [Franklin ]Copyright Office—is necessary for U.S.
within the meaning of a very broad statutory defi-works in order to bring a lawsuit for in-
nition of the term in §101. Much of the con-fringement. It is generally possible to obtain
troversy about software protection centers onthe necessary registration after publication,
whether the same rules that apply in cases involv-should the need arise to sue for infringe-
ing novels and plays should be used for software,ment. Registration, therefore, need not be
or whether software should be treated as a func-routinely obtained at the time of publication.
tional work, which would make its scope of pro-There are, however, some limitations on
tection narrower.rights and remedies if one does not apply for

registration within five years of publication. 2.1.4. Limitations on Exclusive Rights
Obtaining a registration certificate is a

The copyright statute sets forth a number ofsimple and inexpensive process, involving
limitations on the copyright holder’s exclusiveonly a rudimentary review to determine the
rights, many of which affect software.work’s “originality.”

2.1.4.1. Duration of ProtectionRegistration requires the deposit of a copy
of the work with the Copyright Office.  In For authors who are natural persons (i.e., indi-the case of software, there are now a variety vidual human beings), copyright lasts the lifeof options for deposit, the most common of the author plus 50 years.

SEI-CM-14-2.1 7
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For corporate authors, copyright lasts for 100 copyrighted work to sell or otherwise dispose
years from creation or 75 years from first pub- of that copy (or to publicly display it) without
lication, whichever is less [17 U.S.C. §302]. seeking permission of the copyright holder

[Straus ]. Owning a copy does not, however,
2.1.4.2. Special Computer Program Provision give the owner the right to make additional

copies of it.Section 117 of the Copyright Act gives the
owner of a copy of a copyrighted computer This doctrine does not apply to someone who
program the right to: is merely renting, leasing, or borrowing a copy

• Copy the program in order to execute it. of the work.  (Thus, if someone legitimately
purchases a copyrighted software package, he• Make backup copies of it.
or she can not only make use of that package,• Make some adaptations to it, in order to but also sell it, give it away, or allow others to

make it more useful. watch it run.  The person can even authorize
someone else to do these things.  The purchaserThis provision is very controversial [Samuel-
cannot, however, make copies of the softwareson87, Stern85b, Vault ].
in order to do any of these things unless such

2.1.4.3. Fair Use copies are permitted under some other excep-
tion to the copyright holder’s rights.)

Section 107 of the copyright law permits the
“fair use” by others of a copyrighted work. 2.1.4.5. Private Use Rights
Among the uses that tend to be considered

There may in some instances be what may be“fair” are criticism, comment, news reporting,
termed “private use rights,” that is, rights toteaching (including classroom use of multiple
use the copyrighted work as one sees fit, withincopies), scholarship, and research.  Whether
the privacy of one’s own home [Sony, OTA86,material qualifies for “fair use” treatment de-
Patterson87, Samuelson87].pends on the purpose for which the material is

used (nonprofit educational uses are favored, 2.1.5. Infringement Standard
while commercial use is disfavored), the nature
of the copyrighted work, the amount and im- The most controversial and unsettled issues in
portance of the section used with respect to the software copyright law are, unfortunately, the
work as a whole, and the effect of the use upon ones that matter the most, namely what standard
the potential market or value of the work. of infringement should be used in software
These factors are considered on a case-by-case copyright cases and what aspects of software are
basis in determining if there has been an in- within the protection of the copyright.  Before
fringement of the copyright [Nimmer86]. considering software copyright issues specifi-

cally, we must first consider general copyright
Examples of fair use of copyrighted software standards and methods of analysis.
might include [Raskind86]:

2.1.5.1. Standard Copyright Doctrine• Use of portions of another’s work to show
how it supports the author’s own work (use To win a copyright action, a plaintiff must
of a section of code to show how it will show that:
work with the author’s own code in per-

1. He or she owns a valid copyright andforming some desired function).
2. One of the exclusive rights of the• Use of sections of another’s work for com-

copyright has been interfered with [17ment or criticism of it (use of a section of
U.S.C. §501, 106].code to illustrate that the author has “a bet-

Ownership of a valid copyright must be dem-ter way” of performing a function).
onstrated by obtaining a registration certificate• Copying sections of another’s work for from the Copyright Office.  The most usualscholarly discussion (distributing a proce- infringement claim is for unlawful copying.  Indure to a class for discussion). software cases, it is sometimes the making of a

• Use of sections of another’s work to il- derivative work.  (See [Samuelson86a] regard-
lustrate its impact (using someone’s code to ing the difference between copying and deriva-
show that they have achieved a noteworthy tive work rights.)
breakthrough in the field).

Since there is often no admission of guilt from
2.1.4.4. First Sale Rights the defendant, case law has developed a two-

step procedure for determining whether unlaw-
The “first sale” doctrine of §109 of the ful copying has occurred.  Such a determina-
Copyright Act permits the owner of a copy of a tion requires that there be (1) circumstantial
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evidence of some use of the plaintiff’s work proper scope of copyright protection:
and (2) circumstantial evidence of an unlawful [Uniden ], [Raskind86], [Nimmer86],
appropriation of copyrighted expression by vir- [StanfordNote86].
tue of substantial similarities in expression. • Supporting broad protection: [David-

son86b], [Conley85], [Whelan ].To show use of the plaintiff’s work, access to it
by the defendant must be shown. “Striking 2.1.5.3.2. The Analytic Process for
similarities” between the works may create a Determining Infringement
basis for inferring access, even when there is

Courts and commentators seem generallyno clear proof of it.  Additionally, substantial
agreed that the standard analytic proceduresimilarities between the two works must be es-
for determining copyright infringement maytablished, usually through expert testimony and
be misleading in software copyright cases.by “dissective analysis” of similarities and dif-
The lay observer step of the Arnsteinferences between the works.
analytic process is inappropriate because the

Expert testimony is usually inadmissible as to lay observer would not normally see the text
establishing unlawful appropriation. Instead, of the code.
courts have conventionally relied on “lay

2.1.5.3.3. Proposed Alternate Softwareobserver” impression as the final determinant
of substantial similarity. Copyright Infringement Standards

A number of ideas have been put forward asSee [Arnstein ], [Sheldon ], and [Nichols ]. For a
means to determine infringement in softwarevariant analytic process, see [Krofft ] and [Roth ].
cases, some of which are discussed briefly

2.1.5.2. Scope of Protection here.

Generally, copyright protects not the ideas ex- [Conley85] advocates a conduct-oriented
pressed in a work, but only the particular ex- standard. By this reasoning, infringement is
pression used to communicate those ideas. found if the defendant has made use of the
This distinction is not clear-cut, of course, par- plaintiff’s code.
ticularly when one considers software. The
scope of protection afforded by copyright A “black box” test is proposed in
varies with the subject matter, being greatest [Davidson86b]. Davidson suggests that any-
where the freedom of expression of the author thing the user of a program can see by using
is least constrained. The protection copyright the program—either its external features that
provides for works of art, for example, is very can been observed directly or internal char-
broad. It is somewhat narrower for works of acteristics derived by inference from exter-
fact, and very narrow for works of function. nal appearances—is not protected by the
Truly functional works are not protectable by copyright. Looking inside the black box and
copyright at all [OTA86, Samuelson84, using its code, however, is unlawful.  This is
Beardsley, Landsberg, Taylor ]. quite contrary to the view that similar screen

displays carry a presumption of infringe-
2.1.5.3. Software Case Law in General ment [Whelan, Broderbund, LoyolaNote87].

Both the scope of protection afforded by [Whelan ] suggests general “function” and
copyright law and the analytic process by “necessity” tests be applied to potentially in-
which infringement is determined is uncertain fringing software. The general purpose or
as of now. function of a program is its unprotectable

idea; all else about the program is protect-2.1.5.3.1. The Breadth or Narrowness of
able “expression,” unless there is only onethe Copyright
way to achieve a particular function, in

There are widely divergent views on the which case it, too, is an “idea.”
breadth of copyright law protection.  It is too

[HarvardNote82] and [Karjala87] suggest thatearly to tell which view will prevail. We
infringement should be found only wherepredict that the courts will chart a middle
copying is for commercial purposes.course. A sampling of viewpoints is pro-

vided by the following references: 2.1.5.4. Particular Issues in Software Case
• Supporting narrow protection: [Gold- Law

stein86], [Karjala87], [OTA86], [Plains-
Software copyright case law raises a myriad ofCotton ].
issues, most of which have not yet been settled• Taking an intermediate view of the
definitively. Some of the more important is-
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sues are listed below, along with references to copyright infringement was deemed prov-
court decisions and analyses. For some of able by showing similarities in the under-
these issues, we offer predictions of what we lying programs; in [Whelan ], underlying
think will become the standard interpretation. program similarities were deemed provable

by similarities in screens.
2.1.5.4.1. Logic and Structure of a

Input formats are another topic of litigation.Program
[Synercom ] suggests that input formats are

A fundamental question about software not copyrightable, whereas [Whelan ] sug-
copyright is whether its protection extends gests otherwise.  Input formats are probably
beyond the details of the particular program- protectable, but we believe the scope of such
ming language instructions used to higher- protection is likely to be narrow.
level program abstractions. Is the design—
either high-level or detailed design— Commands represent a special kind of input
protected by copyright? [Whelan ], [SAS ], format. There is some question as to their
and [StanfordNote86] suggest that program protectability, with at least one case reject-
logic and structure represents copyrightable ing this notion [Softklone ]. The argument is
expression. [PlainsCotton ] and [Karjala87] being raised more forcefully in two pending
suggest otherwise. We predict that low- cases [Lotus1, Lotus2 ]. The issue appears
level structures will be found to be protected likely to receive fuller consideration in the
by copyright. Lotus cases, although we doubt commands

will enjoy copyright protection.
2.1.5.4.2. Program Functionality

2.1.5.4.5. Computer-Generated Works
Although some cases have held program
functionality to be protected by copyright, Works whose “author” is a computer pro-
most notably Whelan, protection of func- gram pose special problems for copyright
tionality seems to protect ideas more than it law. Issues and cases involving computer-
does expression. [Q-Co. ], [OTA86], and generated works are treated in [Samuel-
[Goldstein86] suggest this is inappropriate. son86b].
We believe the courts will not protect pro-

2.1.5.4.6. Protection against Particulargram function through copyright.
Uses

2.1.5.4.3. Algorithms and Programming
Copyright law may or may not protect theTechniques
copyright holder against certain uses of a

Does copyright protect the algorithms and program. For example, is reverse engineer-
programming techniques used in a program? ing of a program legal under copyright law?
Several cases suggest they may be protected It is likely to be, although there is evidence
[Whelan , Softklone ]. This view is supported both for [Davidson86b] and against [Hubco,
by Conley [Conley85] but questioned by SAS ] this position.
Stern [Stern86]. We predict that algorithms

Modification of a program by another is useand programming techniques will not gener-
that may be affected by copyright.  Probablyally be protected by copyright.
noncommercial user modifications will not

2.1.5.4.4. User Interfaces infringe copyright. See [Samuelson87],
[Nimmer86], and [Stern85a]. [Artic ], [Stro-

A number of cases have involved the protec- hon ], and [Gilliam ] assert that user modifica-
tability of various features of the user inter- tions are not lawful, however.  Third-party
face, the most visible part of a program. rights (i.e., rights of parties other than the
Many of these cases have focused on developer or user) are treated in
copyright protection of screen displays. [Samuelson87] and [Stern85].
Two questions have been raised—are screen
displays protected by copyright, and is a The copyright law explicitly allows users to
copyright needed for screen displays sepa- make backup copies of software.  This pro-
rate from that of the program itself?  Video vision has led to “shrink wrap” restrictions
games may be copyrighted twice—their on copying (restrictions listed on the pack-
screens may be copyrighted as audiovisual age and purportedly accepted upon the open-
works and their programs as literary works ing of the package or through some similar
[Williams ]. [Broderbund ] asserts that a pro- act) being declared unenforceable [Vault ].
gram copyright covers screens; [Softklone ] However, contributory infringement has
asserts otherwise.  In [Kramer ], audiovisual been found where a third party sold a device
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useful for duplicating video games [Atari ]. • manufactures
[Formula ] similarly deals with restrictions • compositions of matter
on third-party implementation of the right to

Improvements in any of these are also patentable.make backup copies.  Stern argues in
(For a general discussion of patents, see[Stern85b] that this right to make backup
[Chisum87].)copies should be broad.

A number of questions can be raised with respectTranslations of programs generally result in
to software patents.  For example, under what cat-unlawful derivative works [Whelan, Samu-
egory should software be patented?  Can softwareelson86a].
be patented as a machine?  Software patents are
generally claimed as “processes.”See [Paula ] and [Samuelson87] concerning

combining a copyrighted program with other
Should software process patents be restricted toworks.
software that transforms matter? Such patents are
certainly the most readily justified software2.1.6. Remedies
patents, as they are most like those for other

Remedies for copyright infringement are quite patentable inventions.  Some cases suggest they
generous for successful plaintiffs. They include may be the only valid form of process patent for
[17 U.S.C. §501-504]: software. For example, a patent for a rubber-

curing process implemented through software has• Monetary damages for any lost profits of the
been upheld [Diehr ], and a system for typesettingplaintiff.
alphanumeric information has been held to be• Award of the defendant’s profits attributable
patentable subject matter [Freeman ]. On theto the infringement. (The statute requires the
other hand, an expert system for assistingplaintiff only to prove gross receipts; the
physicians with medical diagnoses has been helddefendant must prove deductible expenses.)
not to be patentable subject matter because the

• Statutory damages in an amount the court process does not transform matter [Meyer ].
deems just (where lost profits are hard to Chisum has argued that process patentability
prove). should not be so limited [Chisum86], and there is

• Injunctions. some case law support for this point of view
[MerrillLynch ].• Impoundment and destruction of infringing

materials. A perhaps more difficult question is whether al-
• Recovery of attorney’s fees (discretionary, but gorithms themselves are patentable subject mat-

generally available). ter. Algorithms have been held to not be patent-
able [Benson ], although the scope of this holding2.2. Patent Law
has been qualified [Abele ]. Prominent computer
scientist Allen Newell has raised questions aboutFor many years, there was doubt that software could
the advisability of patents for software. Chisumbe patented [CONTU79]. Just as software may be
argues in [Chisum86] that Benson should be over-too much of a machine to fit comfortably into the
ruled (i.e., that algorithms should be patentable).copyright system, it may be too much a writing to fit
Algorithms, of course, are mathematical in naturecomfortably within the patent system. Though some
—certainly in their essence and possibly in theearly decisions by the Supreme Court cast doubt on
kind of objects they manipulate—and this causesthe patentability of software [Benson, Flook, Dann ],
problems for patent law, as mathematical ideasit is now generally accepted that software patents are
are not, in general, allowable subject matter forappropriate, if properly claimed [Diehr, Abele,
patents. Distinctions have been made by theChisum86]. Many software patents are now being
courts between mathematical and nonmathemati-issued [Maier87]. Like the copyright law, patent law
cal algorithms [Walter ].is evolving to accommodate software inventions.  As

with the copyright evolution, significant patent ques-
2.2.2. Requisitestions remain open.

2.2.2.1. Subject Matter Requisites
2.2.1. Subject Matter

To qualify for patent protection, a software in-
Section 101 of the patent statute, found in Title 35 vention must be all of the following [35 U.S.C.
of the U.S. Code, defines the subject matter of §101-103]:
patent law as any of the following: • new

• processes • nonobvious
• machines • useful
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2. A written description of the “best mode”2.2.2.1.1. Novelty Requirement
contemplated by the inventor for carrying

To be patentable, an invention must be out the invention [35 U.S.C. §112].
“new” or “novel.” What patent law chiefly

3. A set of “claims” that enumerate pre-means by “new” or “novel” is that
cisely each inventive feature for which

• The inventor must apply for a patent patent protection is sought.  These claims
within one year of the date of the first will set the “metes and bounds of
public or commercial use of the inven- protection” [35 U.S.C. §112].
tion (known as the “statutory bar” type

4. A drawing of the invention, if a drawingof novelty) [35 U.S.C. §102(b)]; and
is necessary to understand the invention

• The invention must not have been writ- [35 U.S.C. §113].
ten about previously by other writers, ei-

5. An oath by the applicant that he believesther in domestic or foreign printed publi-
himself to be the first and original inven-cations, or developed by others who tried
tor of the process or other invention forto patent it or put it to use in this country
which he solicits the patent [35 U.S.C.prior to the invention by the claimant
§115].(known as the “anticipation” type of

novelty) [35 U.S.C. §102]. The patent application is submitted to the
Patent and Trademark Office (PTO) and is con-The purpose of the requirement for statutory
fidential until the patent is issued (until thebar novelty is addressed in [Kenyon ] and
patent “issues”).  At that time, the specifica-[Choate87]. Notice that experimental uses
tion, claims allowed, and best mode are madeof an invention do not require patent appli-
public.cation within one year [Cali, Smith ].

Failure to make adequate disclosure may causePrior patents, articles, and use are addressed
the PTO examiner not to issue the patent, or ifin [Kalman ], [Banner ], and [Gillman ], re-
issued, the patent may be struck down as in-spectively.
valid on this ground.  The PTO examines
patent claims carefully and compares them2.2.2.1.2. Nonobviousness Requirement
with the “prior art” to determine if the statutory

What makes a process or machine an requisites are met.
“invention,” and not just a modest improve-

Patents are expensive and time-consuming toment on the state-of-the-art, is that it is
obtain, but they are quite a strong form of pro-“nonobvious” to persons skilled in the art to
tection, protecting an inventor’s interest inwhich it pertains.  This requirement has
ways copyright law does not.  For example,traditionally been the most difficult to sat-
independent development of similar worksisfy [Graham, Dann, Choate87, Chisum87].
does not infringe a copyright; but the first in-

2.2.2.1.3. Utility Requirement ventor takes all rights in the patent system.
Patentees can control uses of their works,To be patentable, a process (or other subject
whereas copyright owners generally cannot.matter) must also be “useful.” This is gener-
Patent protection does not begin until theally not a very difficult requirement to sat-
patent is issued [Chisum87].isfy [Manson, Choate87]. It may be difficult

to satisfy this requirement for a mathemati- The nature of software raises questions about
cal algorithm with no known practical appli- how patent requisites should be met. For ex-
cation, however. ample, what constitutes adequate disclosure of

a software invention?  Source code is generally2.2.2.2. Registration Process
not required [37 C.F.R.  §1.96], but see [White ].

To obtain a patent, the inventor must make a In fact, flowcharts may be acceptable [Ghiron ].
formal application for a patent, which must in- Adequate disclosure of the best mode of im-
clude: plementing software inventions is treated in

[DisclosureNote86] and [Sherwood ].1. A specification disclosing the invention,
that is, a written description of the inven-

2.2.2.3. Noticetion and of the manner and process of
making and using it, in such full, clear, It is not necessary to affix a patent notice to
concise, and exact terms as to enable patented works to receive patent protection.
people skilled in the art to which it per- Because the availability of certain remedies de-
tains, or with which it is most nearly con- pends on whether notice has been given, how-
nected, to make and use it [35 U.S.C. ever, it is advisable to affix a notice of patent
§112].
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protection. Such notices consist of the word tain price.  Further, the patentee cannot avoid
“Patent” (or “Pat.”) and the number of the the implications of this rule by “licens-
patent. Once a patent application has been ing.” The courts look through the form of the
filed, the inventor may put a “patent pending” transaction to its substance [MotionPicture ].
notice on the goods.  There are severe penalties

2.2.5. Infringement Standardfor falsely placing patent notices on products.

Patent rights are limited to that which is specified2.2.3. Exclusive Rights
in the patent claims.  A patent, unlike a copyright,

To own a patent is to have a set of exclusive describes exactly what the owner of the intellec-
rights with respect to the patented invention, that tual property interest claims to be his property.
is, a set of rights to exclude others from using the

The patent itself is prima facie evidence of theinvention in certain ways. Patentees have ex-
existence of a valid patent. This means that any-clusive rights to make, use, and sell the patented
one who wants to attack the validity of the patentinvention. The patent law does not give exclusive
in court (e.g., for lack of invention or inadequaterights to prepare derivative inventions [Morse ] or
disclosure) will have to produce evidence to over-to modify the patented item or process
come the presumption of validity.[Wilbur-Ellis ].

The patentee will not, however, be able to claim aIn fact, a patent may be issued for an improve-
broader scope for the invention than the patentment to an existing patented process or machine
claims reflect.  A patent claim is like the descrip-to someone other than the owner of the under-
tion of a piece of land in a deed that sets thelying patent.
bounds of the grant that it describes [Motion-

Because patent ownership is defined in terms of Picture, Keystone ].
rights to exclude others, it is possible for the

2.2.5.1. Equivalents Standardowner of a patent not to be able to make, use, or
sell his patented invention himself.  For example, To infringe a patent, another machine or proc-
where the patent is for an improvement on an ex- ess need not be identical to the patented ma-
isting process or machine that is itself patented by chine or process.  It need only be “equivalent”
another, the patentee who can only make his im- to it, by which the courts mean it need only
provement by making the underlying patented in- perform substantially the same function in sub-
vention cannot produce his invention without the stantially the same way to obtain the same
other patentee’s permission. result [Graver ]. If the two works produce sub-

stantially the same results, it does not matter if2.2.4. Limitations on Exclusive Rights
the second manufacturer improves the machine

There are fewer limitations on exclusive rights or process [Atlas ].
under patent law than under copyright law.

2.2.5.2. Software Questions
2.2.4.1. Duration of Protection

As yet, there have been few software patent
Patents are granted for a 17-year period.  Patent infringement suits. Most software patent
rights begin when the patent is issued, not litigation has focused on patentable subject
when the patentee first made application.  After matter issues.  Because of early decisions cast-
expiration of the 17-year period, the patentee ing doubt on the patentability of software, for
has no further rights to exclude; the invention many years lawyers steered their clients away
falls into the public domain and can be prac- from software patents.  In the future, it is likely
ticed by anyone [35 U.S.C. §154]. that there will be considerable litigation con-

cerning software patents. Among the interest-
It is unlawful to try to extend the duration of ing future issues are the following:
the patent by contract.  For example, a license

• If software is patented as a process, can agranted by the patentee cannot be conditioned
hardwired version of it infringe the patenton a willingness of the licensee to continue to
[Davidson83]?pay royalties after expiration of the patent

• If a machine is patented and a programmer[Brulotte, Lear ].
implements its functions in software, is the

2.2.4.2. First Sale Rule software an infringement [Pennwalt ]?

The patentee is entitled to exercise exclusive 2.2.6. Remedies
rights control only over the first sale of the

Patent remedies are less generous than copyrightitem to the public.  In particular, the patentee
remedies in the following ways:has no right to forbid reselling of the patented

item and no right to forbid its resale for a cer-
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2.3.1. Subject Matter and Requisites• The plaintiff cannot recover the defendant’s
profits.

A commonly accepted definition of a trade secret
• There is no statutory presumption that requires includes both its subject matter and its chief re-

the defendant to prove deductions from gross quisites. Under this definition, a trade secret is
sales. any formula, pattern, device, or compilation of

information (subject matter) used in one’s busi-• Recovery of lost profits are limited to profits
ness (requisite), which provides one with an op-for units the plaintiff could have made.
portunity for a competitive advantage over others• There is no statutory damages provision.
(requisite), and which is maintained as a secret

• The most common monetary recovery is for (requisite) [Restatement39, Bender86, Milgrim87].
“reasonable royalty” damages.

A wide variety of software-related things—a• Injunctive relief is less commonly available.
complete software product itself, and possibly• Recovery of attorney’s fees is less common, ideas, algorithms, techniques, software tools, soft-

generally being available only when there has ware components, information, and compilations,
been willful infringement. among other things—may be protectable as trade

• There is no provision for impoundment or secrets. Trade secret protection, however, is
destruction of infringing materials. restricted in a number of ways.

Nonetheless, patent remedies for willful infringe-
Not every privately held piece of information pos-ment may be substantial, including the trebling of
sessed by a person or a firm is protectable as adamages in appropriate cases, such as when the
trade secret because not all information is used inpatent holder has been severely damaged
business as a source of competitive advantage[Chisum87].
(e.g., financial data is not protectable as a trade
secret). Furthermore, to have a trade secret, a2.3. Trade Secret Law
person or institution may need to be “in business”

Software and its associated documentation are often [Wollersheim ]. To be a trade secret, something
claimed as trade secrets by their developer.  Unlike may not need to be already providing one with a
copyright or patent law, trade secret law is state law. competitive advantage, so long as there is a
Because of this, it varies somewhat from state to reasonable prospect of its supplying such an ad-
state, particularly as to rights of employees to use vantage in the future.
knowledge obtained from a former job in new work
environments, the enforceable scope of restrictive There is no need to designate something as a
agreements about noncompeting employment, and protectable trade secret prior to litigation, a dif-
available remedies.  Trade secret law is largely ference from both copyright and patent law.
“common law” (case-by-case application of general There is no formal registration process for trade
rules of law), rather than “statutory law,” a fact that secrets, and as a result, proof of the existence of
adds to its uncertain character.  This section dis- the trade secret is required of its owner.  One
cusses those principles of trade secret law that are needs to be very careful in litigation not to reveal
generally applicable [Milgrim87, Bender86, Ep- the trade secret in the course of defending it.
stein84].

Trade secret protection may overlap with
In order to protect software trade secrets, firms typi- copyright protection. This could be the case, for
cally require customers to enter into licensing agree- example, where trade secrets are embodied in a
ments containing provisions specifically designed to writing [Bender86a]. Because patent law requires
protect them.  (See curriculum module Software De- disclosure of an invention, something cannot
velopment and Licensing Contracts for more infor- simultaneously be patented and be a trade secret,
mation about software licenses [Samuelson88b].) but an inventor may be able to choose between

patent and trade secret protection [Kewanee ].
Trade secret law has traditionally been considered a
tort (injury law) doctrine [Restatement39], but some Only reasonable measures to maintain secrecy for
recent cases have treated it as a property doctrine trade secrets are required [Christopher ]. How-
[Monsanto ]. Because its status as an intellectual ever, reverse engineering is generally a lawful
property doctrine is of more recent vintage than way to obtain another’s trade secrets (see below).
patent or copyright and because of its common-law

2.3.2. Exclusive Rights and Infringementcharacter, trade secret law is more difficult to dis-
Standardscuss within the standard framework we have been

using to present overviews of each intellectual prop- It is somewhat awkward to speak of exclusive
erty system.  Nevertheless, we have made an effort rights and infringement standards in connection
to do so to the greatest extent possible. with trade secret misappropriation because, as
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mentioned above, trade secret law has historically similar valuable work independently and use it
focused on protecting firms from unscrupulous to competitive advantage.  That person can
conduct intended to obtain their secrets, not on even patent it and exclude the first developer,
defining what rights to exclude come with posses- who has held it as a trade secret.
sion of those secrets.  Nevertheless, it is fair to

2.3.3.4. Restriction of Employees’ Rights bysay that a trade secret owner has at least these two
Employersrights:

1. A right to enforce a confidential relation- One of the more significant threats to the pro-
ship, in the course of which the trade secret tection of trade secrets is posed by employees
owner has revealed a trade secret to another. who leave a firm and take company secrets
Confidential relations may be created by ex- with them.  Employers, therefore, often obtain
plicit agreement [Milgrim87] or by implica- written agreements restricting employees’
tion from the circumstances [Dravo ]. rights to work for a competitor or make use of

information obtained on the job.  Such restric-2. A right not to be deprived of the trade secret
tions must be reasonable in scope and duration,by trespass, fraud, coercion, bribery, or
however. Some state laws limit an employer’sother improper means [Christopher, Mil-
right to restrict employees in this waygrim87].
[Gilburne82, Samuelson88b]. Employees may

In addition, by its licensing agreement with a cus- also be restricted by implied agreements not to
tomer, a firm can exercise other forms of control disclose trade secrets revealed to them in the
over the customer’s use and disclosure of the course of employment or that the employer
trade secret, thereby extending its exclusive specifically directed them to create for the firm
rights. Similar extensions under patent or [Wexler, Milgrim87].
copyright law may well be unlawful [Epstein84].

2.3.4. Remedies
2.3.3. Limitations on Exclusive Rights

Because trade secret law is a state common-law2.3.3.1. Duration doctrine, remedies for misappropriation of a trade
secret vary considerably from one jurisdiction toTrade secret protection is of potentially un-
another. While monetary damages and injunctivelimited duration. As long as something is
relief are generally available, other remedies ofmaintained over time as a secret and continues
patent and copyright law may not be.to serve as a source of competitive advantage

to the firm, the trade secret exists and can be 2.3.4.1. Enforcement against Those Whoprotected. Nevertheless, trade secret protection
Misappropriate Trade Secretsis sometimes spoken of as “fragile” because it

can be lost at any time for failure to protect the Some courts limit relief for misappropriation of
secret, or for other reasons discussed below. trade secrets to damages and injunctive relief

for the period of time it would have taken the2.3.3.2. Reverse Engineering
defendant to develop the trade secrets inde-
pendently [Epstein84]. Other courts giveOne who obtains a trade secret through reverse
damages for past infringements and issue in-engineering of a lawfully obtained artifact may
junctions of indefinite duration [Epstein84].use it without being liable for trade secret
The law is unclear about the proper measure ofmisappropriation. Questions have arisen about
damages for revealing a trade secret to thethe application of this principle to copyrighted
public, not just for use by a competitorsoftware. Some people have argued that
[PittNote86]. Attorney’s fees are rarely re-reverse engineering is not lawful for
coverable.copyrighted software, either because it neces-

sitates making a copy of the software that may
2.3.4.2. Enforcement against Third Partiesinfringe the copyright or because it may breach

a license agreement [Grogan84, Conley85, If a trade secret is disclosed to a third party by
SAS ]. Others have said that reverse engineer- a person obligated not to disclose it (e.g., by a
ing is lawful for copyrighted software because new employer) and the third party begins to
it is a fair use of the code and thus not an use the secret in his own business or to reveal it
infringement of copyright, even where there is to others, the owners of the trade secret can
a license restriction against reverse engineering stop the further use or disclosure if the third
[Q-Co, Vault, StanfordNote86]. party had notice (circumstances of the dis-

closure may be construed to give notice) that2.3.3.3. Independent Development
the information was a trade secret and was dis-
closed without authorization.Like copyright law, trade secret law considers

it lawful for someone to develop the same or a
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Once a lawsuit is brought, third parties may be ment of Defense (DoD), of intellectual property
put on notice that an improper disclosure of a rights in:
trade secret has been made.  If, prior to this • hardware
time, the third party made an investment deci-

• softwaresion in good faith without notice of the poten-
• technical datatial trade secret claim or has otherwise

materially changed his position based on it, he
The FAR is broken down into various sections,will escape liability to the trade secret’s owner
referred to as “parts.” Part 27, entitled “Patents,[Epstein84, Milgrim87].
Data, and Copyright,” deals specifically with the
acquisition of rights in software and technical2.4. Federal Acquisition Regulations
data. Part 52 sets forth the standard contract

The United States government acquires a consider- clauses to be used in implementing this policy.
able volume of software and technical data under Agency supplements to the FAR are structured
federal acquisition regulations.  These regulations similarly [Samuelson86a].
resemble an intellectual property law because they
embody a standard policy to allocate ownership and In May 1987, a FAR policy with regard to soft-
use rights between government and contractor. ware and technical data was adopted.  Prior to
These regulations have the force and effect of law. that time, the FAR had no substantive policy for
All transactions by which software and its associated software and technical data acquisitions; how-
documentation are acquired by the government are ever, some individual agencies had established
governed by the general policy provisions and stan- their own policies via agency supplements.
dard contract clauses set forth in these regulations

The adoption of an entirely new FAR policy in[Nash83, Samuelson86a].
this area was brought about, in large part, by a

Although government procurement regulations al- recognition that government procurement policies
locate rights and responsibilities in a way similar to needed to articulate and balance the interests of
an intellectual property law, they are not structured both the government and private industry with
in the same way as other, more traditional intellec- regard to intellectual property rights.  The newly
tual property laws.  For this reason, this section dis- adopted FAR policy handles both software and
cussing procurement regulations will deviate some- technical data acquisitions within the same regu-
what from the general framework employed above. latory provision, but it provides within that regu-
We have, however, tried to keep this section as lation for some differentiation as to the treatment
parallel as possible to the earlier discussion.  In addi- of software and technical data.
tion, this section will be somewhat more extensive

In October 1988, DoD adopted its most recentthan others in the module because the acquisition
policy on acquisitions of technical data.  This up-regulations are rather complicated and have, in re-
date includes a separate section relating specifi-cent years, been in a state of flux.
cally to the acquisition of rights in computer soft-

The primary source of federal acquisition policy, ware. (“Computer software” is defined as com-
and the standard contract clauses by which the puter programs and computer databases; software
policy is implemented, is the Federal Acquisition documentation is treated as technical data.) The
Regulation (FAR) [48 C.F.R. §1.000, et seq.]. DoD is now in the process of drafting a more
Agencies have the authority to adopt regulations to comprehensive policy, separate from the current
supplement the FAR policy to the extent necessary technical data policy, for the acquisition of rights
to meet each agency’s special needs.  Policies and in software.
standard contract clauses adopted by individual

2.4.2. Treatment of Software, Hardware, andagencies are supposed to be consistent with the FAR
Technical Data under the Federal Acquisitionpolicy, although it is possible to find examples of
Regulationsinconsistencies [Samuelson86c].

Software, in its machine-readable form, has char-Many agencies have used this authority to adopt
acteristics of both hardware and technical data. Itsupplementary regulations.  For software develop-
is like hardware in the sense that it interacts withment purposes, the Department of Defense supple-
a machine (the computer) and causes the machinement (DFARS) [48 C.F.R. §201.1, et seq.] is most
to do something, to perform a function.  Indeed,noteworthy. The DFARS is quite different from the
software is often a replacement for something thatFAR.
could have been hard-wired into the computer it-

2.4.1. Subject Matter of Government self [Samuelson86a]. Software is also like tech-
Procurement Regulations nical data in that it is, at some level, a set of

written instructions.  The source code can be
The FAR is applicable to all procurements made made available in a form readable by human be-
by the government, except those by the Depart-
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ings. Yet, in machine-executable form, software 2.4.3.1. Unlimited Rights in
is much more than written instructions. Like Government-Funded Software
hardware, it can perform tasks. 2.4.3.1.1. Unlimited Rights
In software, two capabilities are brought together When the government has unlimited rights
that are very powerful when combined.  Software in software, it has a broad license to:
gives its user:

• Use it (FAR and DFARS).
• The power to perform tasks in a way that has

• Duplicate it (FAR and DFARS).traditionally only been available through
• Release it (DFARS).hardware.

• Disclose it (FAR and DFARS).• The flexibility to change, correct, and even
improve upon the product in a way that has • Prepare derivative works of it (FAR).
heretofore only been available in non- • Publicly display and perform it (FAR).functional items such as written documenta-

• Authorize others to do those things thetion.
government has the right to do (FAR and

Because the complex nature of software has made DFARS).
drafting regulations difficult, those who write the

The government generally claims unlimitedgovernment’s acquisition regulations have had
rights in software developed wholly or pri-trouble formulating an appropriate regulatory
marily at government expense. Unlimitedpolicy because they have been unable to see
rights are not the same as ownership becausesoftware’s differences from both hardware and
the government has no “exclusive rights” intechnical data.
the work.  Nor are unlimited rights the same

More recently, those responsible for drafting and as placing the work in the public domain, in
implementing government acquisition policy that the contractor may retain ownership and
through the FAR and agency supplements such as the government acquire only a package of
the DFARS have come to recognize the need to rights in it [Samuelson86a].
draft policies that are responsive to these unique

Government representatives generally be-technological and economic aspects of software
lieve that unlimited rights are necessary to[Samuelson87]. Additionally, they are coming to
achieve competition for reprocurement andrealize that, in order to take advantage of the
for maintenance and enhancement purposesmodifiability of software, the government needs
[Deasy88]. Industry representatives are con-to have special rights in both the code and its
cerned that if the government provides theassociated documentation.
software or technical data to a competitor, it

2.4.3. Rights Obtained by the Government may destroy the developer’s competitive
edge in the marketplace and prevent himThe laws authorizing government agencies to
from recouping his investment in the soft-adopt procurement regulations direct the govern-
ware product or the tools of its productionment to define the respective rights of govern-
[Martin87]. As a result, it appears that somement and contractor based on who funded the de-
software developers are reluctant to do busi-velopment effort.  In general, rights of the gov-
ness with the government.ernment vary based on whether the product was

developed at government expense or at private 2.4.3.1.2. Copyright Concerns
expense.

The FAR gives each government agency the
If the government funds a development effort, it option of permitting software developers to
is standard policy for the government to get retain a copyright in software developed for
“unlimited rights” in software. If privately or delivered to the government.  A claim of
funded, the government gets site-restricted rights copyright by the contractor generally cuts
in the software.  Until recently, a product had to back the scope of the government’s rights
be funded entirely with private funds to be treated from unlimited rights to rights to use, dupli-
as having been “developed at private cate, and disclose the software for govern-
expense.” In an effort to be more equitable in the ment purposes only (i.e., no right is acquired
allocation of rights in and responsibilities for to commercialize the software) [Samuel-
products such as software, Congress has directed son86a]. The government therefore relin-
that in “mixed funding” arrangements (some quishes the right to use the software for
private and some government funding), an inter- commercial purposes or to allow others to
mediate level of government rights be established do so.
[Packard86, Samuelson87].
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2.4.3.1.2.1. Government Control over 2.4.3.1.4. CAD/CAM and Software Tools
Contractor Assertions of Copyright

It is unclear what rights, if any, the govern-
ment may claim in CAD/CAM (computerUnder the FAR, the contractor must
aided design/computer aided manufacturing)secure the permission of the government
or software tools used or adapted for use inin order to obtain a copyright in publicly
performance of a government contract, espe-funded software. Some agency supple-
cially those at least partly developed (even ifments, such as the DFARS, reverse this
at private expense) under a government con-and permit contractors to routinely obtain
tract. The government generally asserts thatthe copyright unless the government affir-
it needs access to such tools for maintenancematively acts to prevent it by invoking
and enhancement purposes, and claimswhat is called the “special works” clause,
rights in such items if they are used in awhich purports to vest the right to a
government-funded development effort.copyright in the government.
Contractors generally claim that such tools

2.4.3.1.2.2. Government Claims of are critical to their survival as a viable busi-
Copyright ness enterprise and that they must be

protected from broad claims of rights by theThe government sometimes attempts to
government [Martin87].claim a copyright in software, even

though §105 of the Copyright Act would 2.4.3.2. Limited/Restricted Rights in
seem to prohibit the government from Privately Funded Software
directly obtaining a copyright in

The government sometimes finds on the mar-government-funded work.  Use of the
ket a privately developed software package that“special works” clause of the DFARS is
meets its needs.  Because use of commerciallyan example of this.  This manner of ob-
available software packages can be cost-taining a copyright is risky for the gov-
effective and because it takes less time to pur-ernment, however, since it seems to vio-
chase and adapt such packages, there is cur-late §105, possibly making such a
rently an increased emphasis on using privatelycopyright unenforceable [Samuelson86a].
developed software packages within the gov-

The least risky way for government agen- ernment [Packard86]. The government typi-
cies to attempt to claim such copyrights is cally gets “restricted rights” in such privately
by taking the copyright indirectly, as is developed software.
provided for in the FAR. This is done by

2.4.3.2.1. Restricted Rightshaving the developer obtain the copyright
and then requiring the developer to assign

Restricted rights for software give the gov-the copyright to the government.
ernment rights to:

2.4.3.1.3. Flexibility to Obtain Less than • Use the software with the computer for
Unlimited Rights which it was obtained (FAR and

DFARS).
The present acquisition regulations provide

• Use the software with a backup comput-little flexibility to allow government con-
er if the first computer becomes inopera-tract officers to obtain less than the standard
tive (FAR and DFARS).set of broad rights in government-funded

software. This reflects a concern on the part • Copy the software for backup purposes
of government policymakers that, given too (FAR and DFARS).
much freedom, government contracting per- • Modify the software and combine it with
sonnel may not make good decisions about other software (FAR and DFARS).
what rights to get.  In addition, some gov-

• Disclose it to and reproduce it for use byernment policymakers express concern that
support service contractors (FAR).the acquisition of less than unlimited rights

• Use it with a replacement computerwould create a severe administrative burden
(FAR).for the government in policing restrictions

on the government’s rights to the software
The Department of Defense acquiresor data.  What seems to be needed are better
restricted rights in privately fundedguidelines to allow government contracting
machine-readable code and “limited rights”personnel to exercise their flexibility wisely
(i.e., government-wide rights) in technical[Martin87].
data under the DFARS.
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2.4.3.2.2. Need for Access to Source Code 2.4.3.2.5. Subcontractor Concerns
and Proprietary Data

Much of the software developed for the gov-
ernment is produced by subcontractors.Often a developer will not include source
However, it is unclear what rights the gov-code or other valuable proprietary documen-
ernment obtains if a prime contractor obtainstation as part of its agreement as to what is
less rights from the subcontractor than theto be delivered to the government.  Govern-
prime contractor has agreed to deliver to thement personnel often believe that the gov-
government. It is possible that the govern-ernment needs access to source code and
ment has a legitimate claim only to theother documentation to maintain and en-
lesser set of rights.  This may be especiallyhance the software, especially in the event
troublesome when the prime contractor hasthat the developer goes out of business, dis-
obtained privately developed software fromcontinues support of the product line, or
a subcontractor for use in a government-does a poor job supporting the software.
funded system.  The government may only

Also of concern is the potential need for ac- have restricted rights in the privately devel-
cess to such information and the ability to oped component, even though it expects un-
correct or adapt the software quickly in case limited rights [Samuelson86a].
of a national emergency.

2.4.3.3. Rights in Mixed-Funding Software
Industry representatives are concerned that

Until recently, the government treated softwareif they permit the government to have access
developed under mixed-funding arrangementsto valuable source code and other technical
(i.e., using both public and private funds) as ifdata containing proprietary information, this
it had been developed at government expense.material may end up in the hands of com-
That is, the government claimed the samepetitors. They are also concerned that if
broad, unlimited rights in mixed-funding soft-government funds are used to modify a
ware that it claimed in software developed en-privately developed software package to
tirely at government expense, even if the gov-make it suitable for a particular government
ernment contribution to the development effortuse, the government may attempt to claim
was quite small.  Many developers felt this tobroader rights, based on the use of public
be an inequitable policy and found no incentivefunds in the development of the modified
to use their own resources in developing inno-product [Martin87, Deasy88].
vative software for the government [Packard-

2.4.3.2.3. Degree of Flexibility in 86, Samuelson86a, Samuelson87, Martin87].
Negotiating for Rights in Privately

Recent revisions in the procurement regula-Developed Software
tions have attempted to address this inequity.

The government can always negotiate for Critical questions, however, remain, some of
greater rights in privately developed soft- which are discussed below:
ware than the standard “restricted rights.” • How much private contribution should be
Under the FAR, there is also some flexibility required before treating software as having
to negotiate for less than the full set of been developed with mixed funds?  Should
restricted rights. Under the DFARS the gov- it be a strict percentage of the total cost or
ernment can only accept less than restricted should a decision be based on other factors?
rights in software or limited rights in the

The FAR provides guidance to governmentdocumentation if permission is obtained to
contracting officers that they should con-deviate. In practice, even if not entirely
sider the 50% point (half government, halfprecluded, such negotiations for lesser rights
private funding) as indicating that mixed-seem rarely to occur [Samuelson86a].
funding treatment may be appropriate.  This
approach allows the contract officers con-2.4.3.2.4. Databases Containing Technical
siderable flexibility.Data
The DFARS, on the other hand, providesWhen privately developed technical data are
no mixed-funding alternative for softwaredelivered to the government in a database,
at present, but it does provide for a struc-the FAR says it should be treated as
tured approach to negotiations for less than“technical data,” in which the government
unlimited rights (“government purpose li-has limited (i.e., government-wide) rights.
cense rights”) in technical data, which in-The DFARS does not address this issue, but
cludes software documentation.  Contract-would seem to treat such data as software.
ing officers are instructed to consider sev-
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eral factors, including “contribution of the 2.4.4.1. Practical Constraints
respective parties,” before agreeing to take

The procurement regulations have been a fer-less than the standard unlimited rights in
tile source of disagreement about the appro-technical data in mixed-funding situations.
priate allocation of rights and responsibilitiesThe government’s rights in software can be
in software and technical data between govern-cut back to “government purpose” rights,
ment personnel and software developers.  Thehowever, if the contractor exercises the
government often claims to need a broad set ofright to claim a copyright in the software
rights in software in order to maintain and en-(see section 2.4.3.1.2, above).
hance the software or to achieve competition

• How should rights be allocated in mixed- for reprocurement.  Representatives of the soft-
funding software? ware industry generally express concern that
Regulations have tended toward govern- these broad claims of rights by the government
ment purpose rights—which are similar to inhibit their ability to commercialize the tech-
unlimited rights, with the exception that the nology and thereby recoup their investment
government obtains no right to commercial- [Packard86, Samuelson87, Martin87, Deasy-
ize or to empower others to commercialize 88].
the product—as appropriate for mixed-

As a practical matter, of course, developers canfunding software.
refuse to do business with the government if• What costs should go into determining if the government claims too broad a set of

funding is mixed? rights. A developer with a good product prob-
The issue has arisen whether use of ably can market the product commercially.  If
privately developed tools and expertise, as government claims of rights become too
well as other indirect costs, should be con- onerous, some truly innovative developers
sidered. These questions appear still to be simply conclude that doing business with the
open. government is not worth their while.  They

may continue to do business with the govern-• At what point is software “developed”?
ment but may be unwilling to make their bestIndustry generally believes software is de-
products available to the government, savingveloped when detailed design specifications
them instead for the commercial market.have been prepared, whereas the govern-

ment generally asserts that testing is neces- Thus, if the government wants to have access
sary before software can be considered de- to the best technology available, an equitable
veloped. The FAR does not define policy, responsive to the interests of both gov-
“developed”; the DFARS does and regards ernment and industry, is in the best interest of
software to be “developed” when it “exists the government.  Such considerations serve to
and is workable.” temper the desires of the government, as a con-

sumer, to obtain broad rights in products it ac-2.4.4. Constraints on the Rights of the
quires [Packard86, Samuelson86, Deasy88,Government
Samuelson87].

Government procurement regulations differ from
2.4.4.2. Legislative Constraintsother systems for allocating intellectual property

rights and responsibilities in that they are written There are also legislative constraints on the
by the consumer.  (Developers do have an oppor- government’s regulatory authority:
tunity to comment upon regulations before they • Legislation under which Congress gives toare adopted, of course.) As a result, some of the

agencies the power to adopt procurementprocurement regulations have seemed unbalanced
regulations generally requires that the gov-in favor of the government, as contrasted with
ernment consider the interests of industry inmore traditional areas of intellectual property law,
doing so.which tend to favor the creators of works, empha-

• Section 105 of the Copyright Act specifi-sizing the need to provide incentives to creative,
cally prohibits the government from direct-skilled people to motivate them to continue pro-
ly claiming a copyright in work prepared byducing items that will benefit society.
a contractor under government contract.

There are, however, constraints on the govern- (No similar provision prevents the govern-
ment’s ability to simply apportion to itself exten- ment from claiming a patent in patentable
sive rights in products such as software and tech- subject matter.)
nical data. • Legislation aimed at strengthening small

business requires the government to pro-
vide incentives to small business to become
involved in the government contract arena.
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2.4.5. Government Rights and Traditional 2.5.1.1. Subject Matter and Requisites
Intellectual Property Remedies

The Lanham Act describes several kinds of
marks for which protection is available [15Remedies generally available under intellectual
U.S.C. §1127]:property law may be unavailable where the gov-

ernment is a party.  Injunctions will not issue • Trademarks
against the government for copyright or patent in- • Service marksfringement. The government is permitted, by

• Collective marksfederal statute [28 U.S.C. §1498] to infringe
copyrights and patents with only an award of • Certification marks
damages as a remedy [Samuelson86a]. This in- Each of these is described below.
junction prohibition does not apply to trade
secrets included in software or technical data 2.5.1.1.1. Trademark
delivered to the government, however.  Some

The most familiar mark is trademark, whichgovernment officials have claimed that the gov-
is a mark for “goods.” A trademark is anyernment does not recognize trade secrets, but only
word, name, symbol, or device or any com-recognizes contracts not to reveal technical data,
bination of them that has been adopted andthus leaving the contractor with only a monetary
used by a manufacturer or merchant to iden-damage claim for breach of contract.  Case law
tify his goods and distinguish them fromdoes not support this interpretation [Megapulse,
those manufactured or sold by others.Samuelson86a].

A trademark can be owned by only one per-2.5. Trademarks and Unfair Competition
son or firm, namely the maker or distributor

Every software company and software product has of the goods.  Notice that a trademark serves
to have a name, symbol, logo, or slogan by which it a source identification function, not a
is known in the trade.  These are among the things product identification function. “Cereal”
that may be a firm’s trademarks. It is worthwhile cannot be a trademark, whereas “Kellogg’s”
for software engineers who may be involved with can be.
naming schemes for software systems to have at

2.5.1.1.2. Service Markleast passing familiarity with some basic trademark
and unfair competition doctrines.  In addition, there A service mark is a mark used in the sale or
are a great many trademarks, such as “UNIX” and advertising of services to identify the ser-
(formerly) “Ada,” which are commonly referred to vices of one person and distinguish them
in the software engineering literature.  Software en- from services of others.
gineers may want to know what care is needed in
using these terms. Like a trademark, a service mark can be

owned by only one person or firm, namely
2.5.1. Trademarks the service provider.

Trademark law is partly federal and partly state Software raises an interesting question with
law. There is a federal trademark statute (known respect to trademarks and service marks—is
as the “Lanham Act” and found in Title 15 of the software a “good” or a “service” [David-
United States Code beginning at §1051), which, son86a]?
in essence, gives nationwide protection to marks
that may have been created through state law. 2.5.1.1.3. Collective Mark
Federal protection arises only when a trademark

A collective mark is a trade or service markis registered with the Patent and Trademark Of-
that is used by members of a cooperative,fice (PTO).  State law may concurrently protect
association, or other collective group or or-these same marks.  (Some states have trademark
ganization to indicate membership in the or-statutes; others protect trademarks through com-
ganization.mon law.) Although there are differences among

the trademark laws of the various states and some Collective marks are owned by the organi-
differences between federal and state protection, zation and may be used (with permission) by
we will focus here on federal law.  Because of its members of the organization.
national scope, federal trademark protection can
be quite desirable.  ([McCarthy84] is the best gen- 2.5.1.1.4. Certification Mark
eral reference on this topic.)

A certification mark is a mark used on or in
connection with the sale of products or ser-
vices to certify regional or other origin, ma-
terial, mode of manufacture, quality, ac-
curacy, or other characteristic.
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Certification marks can only be owned by a Suggestive terms (that is, suggestive of
person or firm that does not make the goods some quality or ingredient of the product)
or services being certified.  Use of the cer- are generally protectable without proof of
tification mark must be administered by the secondary meaning, though the line between
owner in a fair way. suggestive and descriptive marks is some-

times blurred [McCarthy84].
“Ada” is an example of a certification mark,
in this case, owned by the DoD for use in Distinctive terms (e.g., “Macintosh” for a
connection with the marketing of Ada com- computer) are protectable immediately and
pilers certified by the DoD to meet technical without question.
standards it has established.

2.5.1.2.2. Disqualifications
2.5.1.2. Additional Requisites

For public policy reasons, there are a num-
2.5.1.2.1. Distinctiveness ber of types of words and symbols which

cannot become trade or service marks.Whether a word or symbol will be protect-
These are listed in the statute [15 U.S.C.able as a trade or service mark depends
§1052].heavily on how “distinctive” it is as applied

to the goods or services. Because the func- 2.5.1.2.3. Registration
tion of a trademark is to identify the source

Registration of a trademark with the PTO isof the goods, not the type of goods,
not necessary to have state law protection“distinctiveness” refers to how much a par-
for it.  To have state law protection, all thatticular word or symbol distinguishes its
is necessary is that the mark be used inmaker’s goods from similar goods made by
trade. Registration is necessary for federalothers. Computer people often seem to have
protection, however.  When registration withdifficulty selecting truly distinctive marks.
the PTO is sought, the PTO searches itsChoosing a very distinctive name for one’s
records to see if others have used the markcompany or product avoids litigation and a
before issuing a certificate of registration.lot of trouble, however.

2.5.1.2.4. NoticeCommon descriptive or generic terms are
not protectable as trademarks because they

Like patent law, trademark law does not re-are not “distinctive” of any one manufac-
quire that the trademark owner put a noticeturer. Various computer-related marks have
of intent to claim a mark as a trademark onbeen held to be generic, and therefore un-
the product or its packaging. As with patentprotectable [TechnicalPublishing, CES,
law, however, the availability of certainComputerStore ].
remedies may be restricted if no notice ap-
pears on the goods.When words that have had trademark signif-

icance become the standard terms for the
The “®” symbol is used to designate a regis-type of product to which they refer, they can
tered mark. Either “TM” or “SM” is used tobecome generic and lose trademark protec-
begin to educate the public that a firm istion. “UNIX,” for example, may be in
claiming a word, phrase, or other device as adanger of becoming generic, which is why
mark or as a way of trying to prevent a well-“®” is so often shown with the name; this is
known mark, like “UNIX,” from becomingan effort to preserve the mark as a source
generic.identity.

2.5.1.3. Exclusive RightsDescriptive terms are only protectable if
they have “secondary meaning” (e.g., a Trademark owners have the exclusive right to
company becomes well-known in the trade use the mark in commerce in connection with
by the name, so that the firm acquires an the sale of the same or similar goods or ser-
association with the descriptive name). vices [15 U.S.C. §1114].
“International Business Machines” is a good

2.5.1.4. Limitations on the Exclusive Rightsexample of a firm that started out with a
descriptive name that became distinctive 2.5.1.4.1. Duration of Protection
through acquiring a strong secondary mean-

Trademarks generally last as long as theiring. “Systems Software, Inc.” is an example
owner continues to use them in commerce.of a descriptive name that might take some
Abandonment of a mark by ceasing to use iteffort to make distinctive enough to qualify
in commerce can cause a user to lose allas a trademark.
rights to it, however.  A mark can also be
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judged abandoned as a result of use in a way “Trade dress” is a common-law doctrine that pro-
inconsistent with previous usage. vides trademark-like protection to packaging and

product configurations.  It may even extend to
2.5.1.4.2. Noncompeting Uses user features if they are nonfunctional and have

acquired secondary meaning [Itoh ].In general, use of someone else’s trademark
as one’s own trademark will not infringe the In other respects, trade dress protection is suf-
trademark if the two firms’ goods are not in ficiently similar to trademark that no separate dis-
competition with each other [Polaroid, cussion is needed here.
McGregor ]. Multiple factors are considered
in determining whether goods are “non- 2.5.3. Unfair Competition
competing,” including an assessment of the

There are a variety of common-law doctrines andlikelihood of the first trademark user moving
at least one federal statutory doctrine that limitinto the competitive arena in which the sec-
the use one can make of valuable ideas developedond user operates.  Very famous marks tend
and utilized by an innovative competitor.to get wider protection.

One may not, for example, expressly or implicitlyUse of a trademark term in an article or
represent that your product was made by another.other non-advertising written materials can-
This is known as “passing off” [McCarthy84]. Itnot infringe trademark rights because it is
should be noted, however, that this common-lawnot a competing use in commerce.
doctrine cannot be used as a substitute for federal

2.5.1.4.3. Fair Use intellectual property law; that is, unfair competi-
tion law cannot be used to gain protection for an

If it is necessary to use trademarked words item that does not qualify for patent or copyright
or symbols to describe adequately one’s own protection. The unprotected item is in the public
product, this use may be fair and noninfring- domain and, as such, may be used by another.
ing [McCarthy84]. The common-law doctrines protect instead

against deception as to the source [Sears ].2.5.1.4.4. Functionality

Similarly, misrepresentations about products orWhen a mark becomes an integral part of the
their sources can give rise to an unfair competi-product and is no longer a source identifier,
tion action.  Federal statutory protection againstcourts differ as to whether an infringement
such misrepresentation is provided under §43(a)has occurred. Some cases have upheld pro-
of the Lanham Act [15 U.S.C. §1125(a)]tection [BostonHockey, Morton-Norwich ],
[McCarthy84, Whelan ]. Actions relating to decep-whereas others have not [Pitt, Job’sDaugh-
tive advertising arise under state doctrine.ters ].

Another form of unfair competition is misap-2.5.1.5. Infringement Standard
propriation—taking a product or item of another

One who by using the same or similar mark on and using it for one’s own benefit.  This doctrine
the same or similar kinds of goods causes con- had its origin in INS, a case in which the court
sumers to be confused about the source of the found misappropriation where one news service
goods infringes the mark [McCarthy84]. took verbatim the uncopyrighted news stories of

another [INS ]. Arguments based on the doctrine
One who provides another with the means by of misappropriation of software applications have
which to infringe, knowing that the other will been raised in several cases but were found to
use those means to infringe the mark (by pass- have been preempted by federal intellectual prop-
ing his or her goods off as the trademark erty law [Videotronics, Synercom ].
owner’s goods, for example) is guilty of con-
tributory infringement [SnowCrest ]. 2.6. Semiconductor Chip Protection Act

2.5.1.6. Remedies There are at least two reasons why it may be useful
for software engineers to know something about the

Trademark law has quite a generous set of rem- Semiconductor Chip Protection Act (SCPA).  First,
edy provisions [15 U.S.C.  §1114-1118]. there may be occasions when they will be working

with those who are designing specialized semicon-2.5.2. Trade Dress Protection
ductors for a software system and may find it useful

The design of the packaging or aspects of the con- to have some knowledge of the chip law, which dif-
figuration of a product may itself sometimes be fers quite significantly from the copyright law
protected against imitative copying, on the theory protecting software. Second, the SCPA is a closely
that this “trade dress” has become “distinctive” to related form of intellectual property law that may
a particular producer and signifies that firm to the
public.
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one day serve as a model for a new intellectual prop- reproduces, imports, or distributes an identical or
erty system for software.  (Programs embedded in substantially similar copy of the chip.  However
chips are not protected under SCPA, but under SCPA limits the exclusive rights of the registered
copyright law.) mask work owner in certain ways.

2.6.1. Subject Matter 2.6.4.1. Duration of Protection

In 1984, Congress passed a new form of intel- The term of protection under SCPA is 10
lectual property protection specifically designed years. It begins when the registration certifi-
to protect rights in semiconductor chip designs, as cate is issued [Samuelson85].
reflected in the mask works through which chips

2.6.4.2. Reverse Engineeringare created.  This law provides protection for de-
velopers of a mask work fixed in a semiconductor The act permits reverse engineering of the
chip product [17 U.S.C. §902]. Congress, after mask work.  It is permissible for a person to
studying semiconductor chips, determined that reproduce the mask work for purposes of
chips are sufficiently different from traditionally teaching about or studying it.  Further, one can
copyrightable materials such as books, paintings, incorporate what he learns from studying the
and motion pictures so as to warrant a separate mask work in another chip without infringing
and unique form of intellectual property protec- SCPA rights, so long as the resulting chip is
tion. SCPA incorporates some features of not substantially identical to the first chip [17
copyright law and some of patent law, as well as U.S.C. §906, Raskind85].
some features specially tailored to deal with semi-

2.6.4.3. First Sale Doctrineconductors. It is worth noting that had Congress
applied similar reasoning to software, a separate

SCPA also includes a first sale provisionform of protection, other than copyright, would
similar to that found in the copyright andhave been warranted in that area also
patent laws.  Under the first sale doctrine, the[Kastenmeier85, Kidwell85, Samuelson85, Stern-
owner of a lawfully acquired protected chip85a].
may use, import, or redistribute that particular
chip without concern about potential liability to2.6.2. Requisites
the owner of the protected design. He or she2.6.2.1. Originality
may not, however, copy the chip for other than
permissible purposes [Stern85a].Protection under SCPA is not available if the

mask work is not original or if it consists of
2.6.4.4. Innocent Purchase of Infringingdesigns that are “staple, commonplace, or

Chipsfamiliar in the semiconductor industry.” This
is thought to be a higher originality standard One who unknowingly purchases an infringing
than that of copyright [Stern85a]. chip incurs no liability for importing or distri-

buting the chip prior to learning of the infringe-2.6.2.2. Registration
ment. After learning of the infringement, the

To obtain protection under SCPA, the mask innocent purchaser will be responsible only for
work must be registered with the Copyright the payment of a reasonable royalty to the de-
Office within two years of the first commercial sign owner [Stern85a].
use of the chip—a patent-like feature.  If not

2.6.5. Infringement Standardregistered within this time, the mask work will
be considered to be in the public domain.  Like In general, one who produces chips substantially
copyright, registration of a chip involves only a similar to a protected chip may be liable for in-
rudimentary review of the originality of the de- fringing the mask right.  Independent develop-
sign [Samuelson85, Stern85a]. ment of the design, however, is a defense.  Sub-

stantial identity between the protected chip and2.6.3. Exclusive Rights
the allegedly infringing chip has to be shown by

The owner of a registered mask work has the ex- the plaintiff. If the defendant has reverse en-
clusive rights to reproduce, import, and distribute gineered the protected chip, the existence of a
the mask works and chips embodying the mask credible “paper trail” to support a reverse-
work design [17 U.S.C. §905, Stern85a, Samuel- engineering privilege is quite important to his
son85]. case [Raskind85, Stern85a].

2.6.4. Limitations on Exclusive Rights 2.6.6. Remedies

The owner of a registered mask work has the right An award may reflect actual monetary damages
to sue another for infringement if the other suffered, and may also include an award of any
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profit realized by the infringing party. SCPA also • If a potentially patentable piece of software or
provides that, at any time before final judgment, aspect of software is not inventive enough to
the aggrieved party may elect to accept an amount qualify for patent protection, can it nonetheless
up to $250,000 as the damage award instead of be protected by copyright?
actual damages or profits.  The specific amount in • If software modules become standard reusable
a given case is left to the discretion of the court components, can they be patented or copy-
[17 U.S.C. §911(c)]. righted?

A court may also issue an injunction temporarily 3.2. Copyright and Trade Secret
or permanently prohibiting further infringement
and, as with the copyright law, may order the The legality of applying reverse engineering to
destruction of infringing copies. copyrighted software to obtain the trade secrets the

software contains is a live controversy in the
In addition, the court has the discretion to award copyright/trade secret overlap.  Other questions in-
the payment of reasonable attorney’s fees to the volving copyright and trade secret interaction in-
prevailing party in the suit [Stern85a]. clude [Bender86, Samuelson84, Davidson86b]:

• If a work is “published” within the meaning of3. Interplay among Forms of Intellectual Property
the copyright law, any “ideas” in it—includingLaw Affecting Software
things that might otherwise be claimed as trade

Until quite recently, the subject matter domains of the secrets—are, under traditional copyright law, in
various intellectual property laws were perceived to be the public domain.  Is this true for software trade
sufficiently distinct that it was relatively rare for firms secrets? What does it mean for software to be
to claim overlapping protection for their products. “published”?
Nowadays, claims of overlapping protection are com- • If a copyright notice is affixed to a work whosemon. Nowhere is this better illustrated than in the case

authors also claim it as a trade secret, what effectof software [Samuelson85]. When two or more kinds
does the notice have upon the trade secret?of intellectual property protection are claimed for a

• If thousands of copies of a piece of copyrightedproduct, potential for conflicts among doctrines of the
software have been distributed, can it be said thatvarious laws arises and may need to be carefully at-
trade secrets still exist in it?tended to.  The primary areas of potential conflict and

related issues are discussed below. 3.3. Copyright and Federal Regulations
3.1. Copyright and Patent A few examples of the many issues raised by the

interplay of copyright and the FAR include:Until computer software, there was no subject matter
of copyright that was simultaneously patentable • Is the “special works” clause by which the gov-
[Samuelson84]—except ornamental designs for arti- ernment sometimes attempts to acquire the
cles of manufacture, which could be covered by ei- copyright (or some other ownership interest in
ther copyright or the design patent statutes [Mazer, software) in conflict with the provision (§105) of
Yardley ]. Games might be patentable, and graphics the copyright law that forbids direct ownership
of the board layout might be copyrightable as pic- of copyrights by the government?
tures. Engineering designs might be patentable, and • May trade secrets exist in published, copyrighted
drawings of engineering designs might be copyright- software?
able as drawings.  Recipes might be patentable, and

• How does a copyright held by the contractor af-a compilation of recipes might be copyrightable as a
fect the derivative work rights of the govern-compilation. But the domains of copyright and
ment?patent were separable. Here are a few questions that

the overlap of subject matters raises: Questions involving copyright and the DFARS in-
• Does one have to opt for either a copyright or a clude [Samuelson86a]:

patent for software [Kline86]? • What is the effect on the rights of the govern-
• If one can get both a copyright and a patent for ment if a contractor copyrights software?  Does

software, what does each cover [Maier87, it reduce the government’s rights to a govern-
Davidson83]? ment purpose license?

• If there are some things that both can cover, what • Is the DoD special works clause in conflict with
happens when the patent expires? What, if any- §105 of the copyright law?
thing, falls into the public domain? • What rights, if any, does DoD have to make or

• If there are some things, such as algorithms, that authorize the making of derivative works from
patent law may consider to be unprotectable uncopyrighted software?
“ideas,” can copyright protect them [Whelan,
Chisum86, Newell86]?
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3.4. Copyright and Trademark/Unfair Competition 3.8. Patent and SCPA

There is some interaction between copyright and Although there seems to be some overlap in the sub-
trademark/unfair competition law.  Some conse- ject matter of patent law and SCPA, opportunities
quences of this interplay are worthy of mention here. for conflict between these laws appear minimal, for

it is unlikely that a patent would be issued to protect
Pictorial trademarks potentially may be protected by the whole of a semiconductor circuit design, which
both trademarks and copyrights.  Furthermore, if a is what SCPA protects.
mark is both copyrighted and trademarked, a broader
set of exclusive rights over noncompeting goods If an inventive portion of a chip circuitry design is
may be exercised. patented, can it also be covered by SCPA?  If so,

what happens when the SCPA protection period ex-
Even expired copyrighted material can be recaptured pires? If not, can a semiconductor designer seek
from the public domain if it is used as a trademark. protection under SCPA after rejection of a patent

application?Unfair competition claims, which are, in essence,
equivalent to copyright, may be preempted by 3.9. Trade Secret and Federal Regulations
copyright law [Sears, Synercom, Videotronics ].

There are a number of questions regarding the inter-
3.5. Copyright and SCPA actions of trade secret law and federal acquisition

regulations [Samuelson86a]. For example, canThe subject matters of copyright and SCPA do not
something in which the government has unlimitedsignificantly overlap.
rights (or government purpose rights) be held by the
developer as a trade secret?Copyright protection is available for drawings of

semiconductor chip designs, but this does not protect
By treating all copyrighted software delivered with-the mask work or chips that might implement them.
out notice that it is unpublished as “publishedSCPA protection is necessary to protect the chip de-
copyrighted software,” can the government claimsign.
that all trade secrets in it are dissipated?

Copyright protection is available for computer pro-
Can the government disclose a trade secret in whichgrams encoded permanently or temporarily in chips;
it has limited or restricted rights without fear of anSCPA protection of the chip is independent of this.
injunction?

3.6. Patent and Trade Secret
3.10. Trade Secret and SCPA

Because of patent law’s disclosure requirements, an
Because of mask work registration requirements andinvention cannot be both patented and held as a
because of the right to reverse engineer chips, con-trade secret.
current trade secret and SCPA protection is unlikely.
Processes by which SCPA-protected chips are madeA firm that withholds, in a patent application, mate-
can be trade secrets, however.  Furthermore, untilrial necessary for the specification of its invention
commercial distribution, chip masks and designs cancan not only have the patent stricken, but may also
be trade secrets.be liable for fraud on the Patent Office and lose the

trade secret [Colt ].

When the patent on an invention has expired or been
invalidated, the invention may not be reclaimed as a
trade secret.

Material that need not be included in the patent
specification, but which is used in manufacture of
the item, may be eligible for trade secret protection.

3.7. Patent and Federal Regulations

Government acquisition regulations extensively
regulate the relationship between the government
and contractors with respect to patent rights.  In the
software area, however, the patent/government regu-
lations interface has largely been ignored, primarily
because patent lawyers have doubted that software
patents would be upheld. As more software patents
are issued, the government will need to rethink its
software patent policy.
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Teaching Considerations

Many communities have a law school with a libraryLegal Issues and Software
in which most of the materials cited here can beEngineering Education
found. For those areas where no law school is avail-
able, the county law library should provide access toIntellectual property law provides the framework,
needed resources. At the beginning of Bibliog-the default setting in a sense, for allocating rights in
raphies is information to help the non-lawyer in-software among developers and users of a product.
structor understand and make use of legal researchBecause the allocation of intellectual property rights
materials.determines the legitimate uses that can be made of a

software product by both developer and user, an un-
derstanding of this area of law is of critical impor-
tance to the software engineer.

Suggested Schedules
This curriculum module is one of three originally
planned by the Software Engineering Institute cover-

Obviously, not every software engineering programing legal issues related to software.  The allocation
is ready to devote entire courses to legal issues. Thisof rights resulting from the intellectual property laws
module should be helpful to most instructors, how-may be altered by licensing or other laws.  The mod-
ever, despite differences in the amount of instruc-ule Software Development and Licensing Contracts
tional time to be devoted to legal issues.  Topics can[Samuelson88b] discusses the types of licensing and
be chosen according to perceived student needs.contractual arrangements often used to structure the
Some areas of intellectual property law deserveallocation of rights in software products.  A third
greater attention than do others, and some can, ifcurriculum module on software legal issues discuss-
necessary, be excluded altogether.  The followinging principles and concerns relating to warranties
guidelines should enable the instructor to allocateand product liability law is not yet under develop-
available time appropriately.ment.
Coverage of Legal Issues in One Week or Less.The authors believe that these three legal areas—in-
It would be useful to begin legal issues coveragetellectual property, licensing and contracts, war-
with topics on basic software development contractsranties and liability—have significant implications
from the beginning of Software Development and Li-for software development, distribution, and mainte-
censing Contracts [Samuelson88b]. With anance. Practicing software engineers should, there-
rudimentary understanding of software contracting,fore, have at least passing familiarity with these
the software engineering student will be in a positionareas. This presents a challenge to software engi-
to better understand the significance of intellectualneering educators that we believe must and can be
property principles affecting those contracts. For ex-met.
ample, some provisions of the copyright law, such as

Law, like other disciplines, has its own terms of art, the “work made for hire” doctrine, provide requisites
concepts, and doctrinal rules that may not be ob- that must be adhered to in the contracting arena.  An
vious to those from other areas of expertise.  For this understanding of the basics of software development
reason, the non-lawyer teaching legal issues may contracts will enhance the student’s appreciation of
find it expedient to consult with a lawyer regarding such copyright doctrines.
materials to be presented.  Most communities have

The instructor should next move to the area of intel-an active intellectual property or patent law group
lectual property law.  In this area, particular em-affiliated with the local bar association.  Considering
phasis should be given to the material concerning thethe timeliness and importance of software legal is-
component elements of intellectual property sys-sues, the instructor should have no difficulty finding
tems, as well as to copyright law, since it is the sys-an attorney with intellectual property expertise and
tem of intellectual property protection which has theinterest in contributing to instruction in this area. In
greatest impact on the software industry.  For thosefact, a school contemplating the teaching of the ma-
devoting only a week or less to legal issues, theseterial presented in this module may wish to consider
are the core materials that should be covered.having an intellectual property lawyer teach it (or

participate in team teaching it) on an adjunct basis.
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Coverage of Legal Issues in Two or More Weeks. Depth and Nature of Instruction
For those covering legal issues in greater depth, per-
haps over a span of a couple of weeks, attention In teaching the material included in this module, the
should also be given to the area of trade secret law, instructor may choose to confine him- or herself to
since it is the form of protection many developers the more basic material presented herein, such as the
choose for their most valuable technology (i.e., component elements of the various forms of intel-
maintaining that technology and related information lectual property protection, and some of the primary
in confidence).  In fact, it may be possible to protect intellectual property issues regarding software.
software by both copyright and trade secret law

In presenting basic information regarding intellec-simultaneously.
tual property law as it affects software, the instructor

Patent law has come to be of considerable impor- should find the exercise included below extremely
tance in the protection of software innovations and helpful. Case studies, whether real or hypothetical,
will become more important over time. Accord- are a major tool of legal education.  They can be
ingly, the authors recommend adding it after adding both instructive and engaging and should therefore
trade secrets.  As time permits, the material on gov- be considered as a pedagogical tool for teaching
ernment procurement regulations should also be ex- legal issues related to software.
amined, since much innovative software develop-

The authors recommend reading the cases listed inment work is conducted under government contracts.
the bibliographies.  Having students make presenta-

Among the remaining areas covered in this module, tions on them in class can be an effective learning
the Semiconductor Chip Protection Act deserves experience for students and teacher alike.  Doing so
some attention as a form of legislation designed can lead to lively classroom discussion of the issues
specifically to apply to an innovative technology. raised.
Trademark law is probably the area of intellectual

Students need to realize that intellectual propertyproperty law deserving the least attention, although
law is in the process of evolving to provide adequateit may be important with respect to some user inter-
and appropriate protection for software; there areface issues.  Following coverage of the intellectual
many important questions for which clear answersproperty law area, the instructor could, as time per-
do not yet exist.  Still, it is of value to understandmits, return to the software contracts module for
what the open questions are.  Where there is a dif-topics, covering the various ways in which the allo-
ference of opinion or some uncertainty as to the law,cation of rights in software may be altered by
the authors have attempted to give an indication oflicenses and other agreements among parties.
the direction in which the law seems to be moving.

Semester-Long Coverage of Legal Issues. For As time permits, the teacher may want to expand in-
those intending to spend a longer period of time on struction to include some of the more difficult
legal issues, discussion of warranty and product “gray” issues.  As the complexity of the issues dis-
liability issues is recommended.  Issues such as cussed increases, the instructor may want to consider
whether software should be treated as a good or a having an intellectual property lawyer co-teach the
service under commercial law can be discussed. course.
This issue is important because, if software is treated
as a good, certain implied warranties attach to soft-
ware products that would not be available if software
were treated as a service. Exercise
Other Alternatives. Legal issues may, of course, be
incorporated successfully into other software engi- Emily is a graduate student in software engineering
neering courses.  For example, the legal issues might at Module University, a large, private school in the
be incorporated into a course focusing on software Midwest. Emily has recently written a highly orig-
safety, information protection, or software design. inal and useful computer program capable of per-
Since intellectual property rights so deeply affect de- forming a series of accounting functions commonly
cisions at all stages of the software life cycle, this used in small professional operations, such as a
module might be used in conjunction with courses physician’s office.  Emily wrote the program to ful-
dealing with any stage of the software life cycle, fill the requirements of a class project last semester.
from requirements definition on through mainte- It was written using hardware and various software
nance and enhancement. tools made available to students by the university.

The program is stored on a disk that Emily pur-
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We also need to determine whether or not the module Ber-chased herself at the Module University Computer
nard wants to reuse was in fact Emily’s original work.  IfStore.
Emily reused a module that was in the public domain or in
which another holds a copyright, that module would not fallModule University has an extremely liberal intellec-
within the scope of her copyright.tual property policy, which provides that: “In works

created by a student in fulfillment of degree require- 7. Would it make a difference how much, or what
ments, the author or inventor is entitled to claim any proportion, of the code he was reusing?
intellectual property rights.” Students are permitted

If the module Bernard wants to reuse is only a small part ofto use university facilities for any class projects or
the program, there is a greater chance that reuse of theassignments.
module would be found to be a permissible “fair use.”

A. Copyrightability.
8. Would it matter how important the code was to

1. Is Emily permitted to claim a copyright in the the original program?
software?

The less significant the module is to the copyrighted pro-
gram, the greater is the likelihood that reuse of that moduleYes—computer programs are a subject matter qualifying for
would be a permissible “fair use.”protection under the copyright act, and from the information

given, this program seems to meet the requirements for
copyrightability. (It is original and fixed in a tangible 9. Would the fact that Bernard wishes to use the
medium.) Emily is the author and thus qualifies as the software for educational purposes make a dif-
person to claim such protection. ference?

The fact that Bernard wishes to reuse the module for educa-2. If so, how would she go about claiming a
tional rather than commercial purposes increases the likeli-copyright?
hood that such reuse would fall within the “fair use” excep-

Copyright subsists automatically in the work. tion of the copyright law.

3. Does she have to put a copyright notice on it? 10. Could Bernard reuse Emily’s detailed design?
Her high-level design?For works created after March 1, 1989, notice of a claim of

copyright is no longer necessary, though it still may be Although the Whelan case suggests that the detailed design
advisable. This is how a copyright notice might look: would be within the scope of Emily’s copyright, the Plains

Cotton decision suggests otherwise.  It is also an open ques-© Copyright, Emily (1989)
tion whether the higher-level design is within the scope of
copyright protection.4. Must it be registered with the copyright office?

The copyright need not be registered with the copyright 11. Could he rehost, retarget, or translate her pro-
office to be valid. It would, however need to be registered gram?
before Emily could bring a suit against another for infringe-

Again, this is not an entirely clear issue.  Rehosting, retar-ment of copyright.  This could be accomplished at the time
geting, and translating would, however, most likely beEmily intended to bring such a suit.
counter to Emily’s exclusive right to make derivative works,
and could, therefore, be an infringement of her copyright.5. Bernard, another graduate student at Module Uni-

versity, would like to reuse a module or segment
12. Could he base his interfaces on hers?of the code Emily has written for a project he is

working on this semester. Again, this is a difficult and not entirely clear question, but
probably implicates the derivative work right of the

Assuming Emily has claimed a copyright in the copyright law.
program, could Bernard reuse the module?

13. Would he need to go to Emily for permission to
The answer to this question is not entirely clear.  Generally,

do any of these things?reusing a module from Emily’s program in another program
involves a potential infringement of two exclusive rights held Since Emily is the copyright holder, Bernard can copy, reuse,
by Emily as the copyright holder—the exclusive rights to rehost, retarget, translate, or otherwise make substantial
reproduce in copies and make derivative works. modifications to the program with her permission. Bernard

might, however, be able to make some modifications to his
6. What would we need to know to determine own copy of Emily’s program so long as he does not distri-

whether or not Bernard could reuse some of the bute the modified program commercially.
code without permission?

B. Patentability.
If Bernard were going to use only a small portion of the code

1. Can Emily obtain a patent on the software?in which Emily has claimed a copyright, such use may be
argued to be a “fair use,” as permitted by §117 of the

In some circumstances, a patent can be obtained for ancopyright law.
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invention implemented by a computer program. Emily copyright in the program. Emily could, however, agree to
would, under Module University’s intellectual property assign her claim to the copyright to the company.
policy, be the one eligible for patent protection if such pro-
tection could be obtained. 4. If Emily were able to copyright the program,

could the company modify the program as its ac-
2. What would she need to show to obtain a patent? counting needs change with the growth of the

company?Most likely, Emily would have to show that the program was
in fact an inventive process.  Current patent office policy

The company would encounter the same problems as Ber-does not seem to require that a program process transform
nard if it wanted to modify the program after its beingmatter to be eligible subject matter, but some court decisions
copyrighted by Emily.suggest that transformation might be required.

5. Could Emily patent the software?  Why or why3. Would the same showing of originality which
not?would entitle her to a copyright suffice for pur-

poses of obtaining a patent? Emily would be entitled to attempt to claim a patent in the
program under the same circumstances under which she

No. The patent law requires a higher showing of originality could claim a copyright—for example, if she developed the
than does the copyright law.  To gain a patent, the program program while working as a consultant for the company.  Of
must be shown to be “novel,” “nonobvious,” and “useful.” course, the program would have to be otherwise eligible for

patent protection for a patent to be issued.
4. Would the period of intellectual property protec-

tion be the same under a patent as under a D. Trade Secret.
copyright?

1. How would Emily go about maintaining a trade
Patent protection lasts for a significantly shorter period of secret in the software?
time (17 years) than does copyright protection (generally

Emily would need to enter a nondisclosure agreement witharound 75 years).  Therefore, the holder of a copyright will
anyone to whom she licensed the software in order to main-hold a monopoly over the protected item far longer than
tain her trade secret in it.would the holder of a patent.

2. Draft a sample trade secret agreement.5. If she does obtain a patent, could she also
copyright the software? See curriculum module Software Development and Licensing

Contracts [Samuelson88b]Yes, the patent will be for the function or algorithm (the
“idea”) in the program; the copyright protects the

3. If Emily keeps a trade secret in the software,“expression” of that idea.
would she have to forego claiming a copyright in

C. Company Situation. it?

1. What if Emily were working as a summer em- It appears that one can maintain both a copyright and a
trade secret in the same software product.ployee on a project for a company and wrote the

program as part of her job there.
4. Could she register her program with the copyright

Could she still copyright it? office and still retain a trade secret?  If so, how?
Under the “work made for hire” doctrine of the copyright In registering her copyright, Emily will only be required to
law, the company would be entitled to claim the copyright. file the first and last 25 pages of source code.  She can
The company could, nonetheless, permit Emily, as the au- maintain information in the remainder of the program as a
thor, to claim the copyright. trade secret.

2. Could anyone copyright it? 5. Could Emily maintain a trade secret in the soft-
ware and still patent it?  If so, how?Since, under the “work made for hire” doctrine, the com-

pany is deemed to be the author of the program for the If Emily were able to obtain a patent for her program,
purposes of the copyright law, the company could claim a disclosure would be required.  Once something has been
copyright in the program if all other requirements, discussed publicly disclosed, it can no longer be maintained as a trade
above, are met. secret. Note that this is consistent with the underlying policy

of the patent law to grant exclusive rights for a period of time
3. Would the situation be different if she were work- to the inventor in exchange for making his or her invention

ing as a consultant rather than employee of the public.
company? If so, in what way?

6. Could Emily maintain a trade secret in the soft-
The situation would be different because the “work made for ware if she licensed it to the government?
hire” doctrine works differently for consultants and special
contractors than it does for employees.  As a consultant, the The FAR (civilian regulations) permit a developer to main-
author—Emily—would be the one entitled to claim a tain a proprietary or trade secret interest in privately devel-
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oped software.  The DFARS (DoD regulations) do not ware for a government agency under a govern-
specifically provide for the recognition of trade secrets, but ment contract.  Could she copyright it?
do provide for protection of privately developed software

In some circumstances, Emily would be able to copyright aunder the restricted/limited rights provisions.
program she developed for the government.  This would
depend, however, on the nature of the contract she wasE. Licensing Existing Software to the
working under.Government.

1. Assume Emily licensed her copyrighted program 2. What would we need to know to determine if she
to the government for use. could copyright it?

At present, the procurement regulations of both the civilianWhat rights would the government have in the
agencies (FAR) and the Department of Defense (DFARS)software? In the documentation?
provide for situations under which a developer may claim a

If Emily licensed her privately developed software to the copyright in software and/or documentation developed under
government, the government would, under government pro- government contract.  On the civilian side, however, the
curement regulations, obtain restricted rights in the soft- default setting is that the developer must get the contract
ware. This means that, as to the machine-readable code, the officer’s permission to assert copyright.  Even then, the
government would, under both the civilian agency regulation agency may, under the FAR, require that the developer as-
(FAR) and Department of Defense regulation (DFARS), have sign the copyright to the government.
minimum rights, including the rights to use the software with

On the military side, on the other hand, the DFARS permitsthe computer for which it was acquired and use it with a
developers to claim a copyright in work performed underbackup if that computer becomes inoperative, to make back-
government contracts unless the “special works” clause ofup copies, and to modify the software. These restricted
the DFARS has been included in the contract.  If the “specialrights in computer software tend to be site-specific.  As to the
works” clause is invoked, then either the work falls into therelated documentation, the government would receive the
public domain or the government may attempt to claim thesame restricted rights under the FAR, but would obtain
copyright directly under the “work made for hire” doctrine.limited rights under the DFARS. Limited rights tend to be
It should be noted, however, that an attempt by the govern-government-wide rights and do not include a right to modify.
ment to claim a copyright directly is probably invalid under
§105 of the copyright law, which expressly prohibits the2. Could the government allow a software developer
government from directly claiming a copyright in works pro-

to use the program?  To see the source code? To duced under government contract. For the government’s
see the documentation? purposes, therefore, it is advisable to first have the developer

claim the copyright and then assign it to the governmentUnder the civilian agency regulations, the government would
under a standard assignment clause, as is done by thehave the right to share the program, source code, or docu-
civilian agencies, if the government wishes to hold amentation with support contractors for the purposes of main-
copyright.tenance and enhancement.  The DFARS do not claim such

rights for the government.  Often, however, the government 3. If Emily did copyright the program, how woulddoes not obtain from the contractor access to the source code
this affect the government’s rights in the pro-or proprietary documentation for fear, on the part of the
gram?developer, that such information might find its way into the

commercial sphere.
The government generally obtains what are called
“unlimited rights” in software and documentation prepared3. Would the government still get only restricted
under a government contract.  This broad set of rights means

rights in the software if Emily modified the pro- that the government obtains, under the FAR, the rights to
gram very slightly for the government? “use, disclose, reproduce, prepare derivative works, distri-

bute copies to the public, and perform publicly and displayIf Emily modified her program slightly, after entering into
publicly, in any manner and for any purpose, and to have orgovernment contract, the government would be in a position
permit others to do so” (§27.401 of FAR).  Similarly, into claim the broader rights in the program if it was acquired
contracts with the Department of Defense, unlimited rightsunder the DFARS.  Slight modifications do not affect the
give to the government a very broad license that includes therestricted rights status of software under the FAR, however.
rights to “use, duplicate, release, or disclose, technical dataMoreover, under the FAR, the contracting officer would have
or computer software in whole or in part, in any manner anddiscretion to accept lesser rights in mixed funding situations,
for any purpose whatsoever, and to have or permit others toespecially if the private contribution is 50% or more.  Under
do so” (§227.471 of DFARS).the DFARS, a mixed funding alternative providing govern-

ment purpose license rights in technical data (which includes If Emily claims a copyright in the program, then the
software documentation) is available at the discretion of the government’s license is cut back in such a way that its rights
government contracting officer.  The DFARS provide exten- extend only to use for government purposes, rather than for
sive guidance as to when this alternative should be used.  No any purpose, as would otherwise be permitted under the
mixed funding alternative is presently available for software. unlimited rights provision. An important distinction between

“unlimited rights” and “government purpose license rights”
is that under the former, the government would have theF. Government Development Contract.
right to use the software and documentation for commercial

1. Now assume that Emily was preparing the soft- purposes or to allow others to do so, whereas under the
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latter, it would have no right to commercially exploit the
product, nor to allow another to do so.

4. Could the government modify the program if
Emily has a copyright in it?

The government would have the right to modify the software,
for any purpose, as part of its “unlimited rights” package.  If
Emily copyrights the software, the resulting “government
purpose license” would limit modification to government
purposes. Government purposes, as mentioned above, do not
include the right to commercialize the software, nor the right
to permit others to do so.

5. Could the government provide copies of the pro-
gram to other developers for enhancement or
maintenance work?

Both unlimited rights and government purpose license rights
include the right to make the software available to other
contractors for maintenance and enhancement purposes,
since maintenance and enhancement is a legitimate govern-
ment purpose.
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Bibliographies

The bibliographies in this section contain references court deals with special subject matters.); and (3) the
to books, articles, and cases related to intellectual U.S. District Courts, which are trial-level courts
property law and software.  This literature is likely within each state or within districts of a state.
to be unfamiliar and confusing to computer profes- Only decisions of the United States Supreme Courtsionals. To facilitate access to it, we have provided are the law throughout the country.  That is, whenbelow background on the legal system and on legal the Supreme Court decides an issue, other courts areresearch materials. obliged to follow its precedent in subsequent cases

dealing with similar issues. Decisions of the Courts
of Appeals have similar precedential value, but only
within their circuits (i.e., only with respect to the cir-

Notes on the U.S. Legal System cuit court itself and district courts within that
circuit). The Supreme Court may give prior circuit

There are several sources from which intellectual court or district court decisions some weight in
property law is derived. Federal statutes, state deciding an issue, but it is not required to do so.
statutes, court decisions interpreting and discussing

Decisions at the district court level are not as strongstatutes, and common law principles that have
with respect to controlling future decisions.  Deci-evolved over the years all have a part in forming the
sions—made at the trial level itself—may, however,core of intellectual property law.  In addition, there
serve as useful predictors of how another court willare federal regulations that affect intellectual prop-
address a particular kind of issue or of how it willerty law and, in some instances, resemble a form of
interpret a decision of the Supreme Court or a circuitintellectual property law themselves.
court.

Federal Law. There are three primary federal intel- District court decisions can be appealed to the Court
lectual property statutes with which the reader may of Appeals for that particular circuit, and circuit
want to be familiar—the Copyright Act, the Patent court decisions can be appealed (generally through
Act, and the Semiconductor Chip Protection Act what is called a petition for certiorari) to the
(SCPA). The Copyright Act and SCPA are found at Supreme Court of the United States.  The Supreme
17 U.S.C. §101, et seq., and §901, et seq.; the Patent Court may accept (granting certiorari) or it may
Act is at 35 U.S.C. §1, et seq. These statutes govern decline to review the case (designated as a denial of
the areas of patent, copyright, and chip protection certiorari). A refusal to review a case in this way
and are the exclusive source of law for these forms has no effect, one way or the other, on the validity of
of intellectual property protection.  All litigation un- the decision, and it does not affect future decisions
der such laws is conducted in federal courts. regarding the issue.
Another federal statute dealing with intellectual Decisions can be appealed either because the court
property matters is the trademark law.  Trademark below made an “error of law” (for example, incor-
law deals with rights in a particular name, logo, la- rectly stating the legal standard) or, less commonly,
bel, or other source-identifying mark. Formerly, because there was insufficient evidence to support a
trademark was exclusively state common-law lower-court decision.
doctrine, evolving through many years of court deci-
sions. It now receives national treatment under a State Law. Another area of intellectual property
federal statute known as the Lanham Act, found at law is trade secret law.  Many intellectual property
15 U.S.C. §1151, et seq. Trademark litigation may scholars would classify trade secret law as a form of
proceed in federal or state court. tort (injury) law, rather than property (rights in an

item) law.  The tort approach to trade secret lawThese federal statutes are interpreted and applied in
views the injury as being an interference with acases arising within the federal court system.  The
protected relationship (the confidential or “secret”federal court system consists of three levels: (1) the
relationship), rather than an infringement of rights inSupreme Court of the United States; (2) the United
a property.States Circuit Courts of Appeals (There are 13 such

courts, referred to as “circuit courts.” Twelve of Trade secret law is exclusively controlled by state
these courts serve regions of the country; the other law, mostly through court decisions (common law),
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rather than statutes.  There are, therefore, variations Understanding Legal Citations
in trade secret law from state to state.  For a general
understanding of trade secret law, see the 1939 The legal field has a set of prescribed citation forms
Restatement of Torts [Restatement39]. Section 757 for the various compilations of statutes and court de-
provides an excellent overview.  See also section 2.3 cisions in which the record of the law is found.  A
of the module outline. summary of these citation forms follows.  All legal

citations in the bibliography are in the standard legalFederal Regulations. There is a set of regulations
format. Note that not all minor variations on theseunder which federal agencies procure software, the
basic forms will be discussed.Federal Acquisition Regulation, or FAR.  This main

set of federal procurement regulations is supple- Federal Law Forms.
mented by other provisions adopted by individual

• Supreme Court Casesagencies (e.g., Department of Defense FAR Supple-
<VOL. NO.> U.S. <PAGE NO.> (<DATE>), as in:ment and NASA FAR Supplement).  These regula-
Diamond v. Diehr, 450 U.S.  175 (1981).tions, which allocate rights in software and technical

data acquired by the government, set up a The United States Reports are the official reports of
framework similar to a form of intellectual property United States Supreme Court decisions. These de-
law. cisions are also available in the Supreme Court

Reporter (S. Ct.) and Supreme Court Reports,Interpretation of Laws. When there is a conflict in
Lawyers’ Edition, Second Series (L. Ed. 2d).court decisions on a particular issue, the decision of

• Courts of Appeals Casesthe higher court controls.  That is, Supreme Court
decisions take precedence over circuit court and dis- <VOL. NO.> F.2d <PAGE NO.> (<CIRCUIT NO.> Cir.
trict court opinions, while circuit court decisions are <DATE>), as in: Whelan Associates, Inc. v. Jaslow
controlling where in conflict with district court deci- Dental Laboratory, Inc., 797 F.2d 1222 (3d Cir.
sions. A circuit court decision is only binding 1986).
within the circuit in which it was decided.  On the

The Federal Reporter, Second Series is the stan-other hand, Supreme Court decisions are binding
dard reference for U.S. Courts of Appeals deci-everywhere. Sometimes a court may find the deci-
sions. In the example above, the case was heard bysion of another circuit persuasive if it is not in con-
the U.S. Third Circuit Court of Appeals.flict with established precedent in its own circuit.

• District Court CasesDecisions of federal courts take precedence over
state courts in interpreting the federal intellectual <VOL. NO.> F. Supp. <PAGE NO.> (<DISTRICT
property statutes. NAME> <DATE>), as in: SAS Institute, Inc. v. S&H

Computer Systems, Inc., 605 F. Supp. 816 (M.D.Where a conflict exists, federal statutes control over
Tenn. 1985).regulations. In addition, regulations must be consis-
The Federal Supplement is the standard referencetent with the legislation permitting the issuing agen-
for U.S.  District Court opinions.  In the examplecy to adopt regulations.
above, the case was heard by the U.S. District

In the state courts, the higher ranking appellate Court for the Middle District of Tennessee.
courts take precedence over lower courts in the state

• Federal Statutessystem. Decisions from other states have no
precedential effect, although a state court may find <TITLE NO.> U.S.C. §<SECTION NO.> (<DATE>), as
an outside decision persuasive, if well reasoned. As in: Copyright Act of 1976, 17 U.S.C. §101, et seq.
to state law matters, such as trade secret law, state (1987).
court decisions are of greater authority than are The United States Code compiles the various
federal court decisions. statutes of the United States.  It is organized into

different “titles” (or parts) that collect together all
the laws of a particular type.  The Copyright Act is
found in Title 17 of that code, the Patent Act in
Title 35, the Semiconductor Chip Protection Act in
Title 17, and the Trademark Act (Lanham Act) in
Title 15.

• Federal Regulations

<VOL. NO.> C.F.R. §<SECTION NO.> (<DATE>), as
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in: Federal Acquisition Regulation, 48 C.F.R. in still another section.  Usually law libraries have
§1.000, et seq. (1987). maps on the wall to help users locate what they

need.Regulations of federal agencies are compiled in the
Code of Federal Regulations.

State Law Forms. There are also numerous collec-
tions of state statutes and court decisions that can be Standard Treatises
found in law libraries.  State court decisions can be
found in regional reporters—sets of volumes con-

There is, for each of the major subfields of intellec-taining reported court cases—covering various
tual property law, a standard scholarly treatise that isregions of the country or in local state reporter sys-
the most respected work in the field and provides thetems. Local reporters are less often available for
most complete guidance on the state of the law oncases outside the state in which the law library is
particular issues.  The standard treatises are listedlocated. Statutes are generally found in state-
below. (There is no standard treatise for federal ac-specific codifications.
quisition regulations.)

• Cases

<VOL. NO.> <LOCAL REPORTER> <PAGE NO.>, Nimmer87
<VOL. NO.> <REGIONAL REPORTER> <PAGE NO.> Nimmer, M. Nimmer on Copyright, Vol. 1-5. New
(<DATE>), as in: Analogic Corp. v. Data Trans- York: Matthew Bender & Co., 1987.
lation, Inc., 371 Mass. 643, 358 N.E.2d 804 (1976).

Such a citation gives the location of the case in the Chisum87
local reporter (in this case, Massachusetts) and in Chisum, D. Patents, Vol. 1-5. New York:  Matthew
the regional reporter (in this case, North Eastern Bender & Co., 1987.
Reporter, which includes cases from Massachu-
setts, as well as cases from other states in the Milgrim87
region). Milgrim, R. Trade Secrets, Vol. 1-2. New York:

Matthew Bender & Co., 1987.• Statutes

A typical citation of a state statute might be:
McCarthy84CAL. PENAL CODE §499c (West 1987).
McCarthy, T. Trademark Law, Vol. 1-2, 2nd Ed.

This is a citation of a California statute dealing Rochester, N.Y.:  Lawyer’s Co-Operative Publish-
with trade secrets. “West” refers to the publisher ing, 1984.
of the compilation.  This particular compilation of
statutes, like many others, is annotated (i.e., in ad- Stern86
dition to the language of the statute, the publisher Stern, R. Semiconductor Chip Protection. Newhas included information regarding the history of York: Law & Business/Harcourt Brace Jovanovich,the law, cases interpreting it, and other related 1986.materials).

Other Books onAvailability of References Intellectual Property Law
The books, articles, and cases listed in these bibliog-

Most law libraries also have other books on intel-raphies should be easily accessible in the law library
lectual property law, some written as overviews ofof any law school, any county bar association
the different types of intellectual property law, somelibrary, and even the libraries of major law firms in
more heavily focused on one subject (e.g.,your community. A few of the books may be avail-
copyright). Some of these books are in the standardable in general university libraries.  Law libraries are
narrative form.  Others are “casebooks.” Theseusually organized so that the treatises on the law and
teaching texts for law courses are topically organ-other general books are located in one section of the
ized. They contain selected excerpts from majorlibrary, law review volumes (for articles) in another
cases on each topic, along with notes and questions(alphabetical by the name of the review, numerically
raised by the case.  Cases involving similar issuesby volume for each review), and cases and statutes
may also be mentioned.
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Among the more respected intellectual property law Restatement39
books are the following: Restatement of the Law, Torts. St. Paul: American

Law Institute, 1939.
Brown85 Restatements describe the state of the common law
Brown, R., and R. Denicola. Cases on Copyright, on topics of law. Each section of the Restatement
4th Ed. New York:  Foundation Press, 1985. talks about a particular legal issue.  Section 757 of

the Restatement of Torts (as this volume is generallyA comprehensive casebook on copyright law, with
called) concerns trade secret protection.  This sec-excerpts from the major cases, as well as thought-
tion and the commentary on it constitute the classicprovoking questions and comments on copyright is-
statement of what a trade secret is and is not andsues and references to other cases and commentary.
when trade secrets have been misappropriated.The book also gives extensive treatment to licensing

and other contracting practices used in the enter-
tainment industry. Unfair competition law, insofar
as it provides additional protection to authors or en-
tertainers, is also covered. Books on Computer Law

Choate87 There is no dearth of books on “computer law” or
Choate, R., W. Francis, and R. Collins. Cases and “software legal protection.” But there are fewer
Materials on Patent Law. St. Paul:  West Publishing good books on these subjects than one might wish.
Co., 1987. The problem is largely that the field of software law

is a new one, and the law is as yet unsettled.  EffortsA comprehensive, well-organized casebook on
to draw analogies between software legal issues andpatent law, containing excerpts from major cases.
circumstances presented by prior cases have led toThe book also gives some attention to trade secret,
confusing results.  Also, software as a technology istrademark, and copyright issues, but its primary em-

phasis is on patent law. not generally well understood by lawyers and
judges. Consequently, much that has been written
on the topic is superficial or premature.  Below areKaplan67
characterizations of the best sources now available,Kaplan, B. An Unhurried View of Copyright. New
their scope, strengths, and focus.York: Columbia University Press, 1967.

A very readable history of copyright law and over- Bender87view of its fundamental principles. Includes
Bender, D. Computer Law: Software Protection andthoughtful predictions about its evolution.
Litigation, Vol. 1-2. New York:  Matthew Bender &
Co., 1986.Kitch86

This treatise provides a comprehensive discussionKitch, E., and H. Perlman. Legal Regulation of the
and analysis of patent, copyright, and trade secretCompetitive Process, 3rd Ed. New York:  Foun-
laws as they relate specifically to software.  Thedation Press, 1986.
work opens with a discussion of the computer in-

This is as comprehensive a casebook on intellectual dustry, which provides a context for how software
property law as currently exists, with relatively protection issues arise.  The chapters on copyright,
balanced treatment of copyright, patent, trade trade secret, and patent law cover the prerequisites
secret, and trademark law. The title of the book for each type of protection, the scope, the advan-
reveals the authors’ orientation, which is to view tages, and the disadvantages.  In addition to cover-
intellectual property as a kind of regulation (i.e., ing software protection offered by intellectual prop-
limitation by law) of competitive conduct. erty law, the book discusses the contractual protec-

tion offered by software licenses. Treatment in-
cludes a brief overview of licensing principles, in-Latman85
cluding source code escrow and shrink wraps.  TheLatman, A., R. Gorman, and J. Ginsburg. Copyright
appendices contain several relevant software protec-for the Eighties, 2nd Ed. Charlottesville, Va.:
tion articles, as well as Copyright Office regulationsMichie Company, 1985.
and some state statutes.

Another comprehensive casebook on copyright law,
with case excerpts and commentary. It is entirely Davidson86a
devoted to copyright law and gives in-depth treat- Davidson, D., and J. Davidson. Advanced Strategies
ment to many copyright issues either not covered by for Buying and Selling Computers. New York: John
other books or treated only lightly.

Wiley, 1986.
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Although the intellectual property discussion is not tual property is trade secret law, but it also provides
quite mainstream material, this book offers a prac- very brief coverage of copyright and patent law.
tical, in-depth discussion of the major legal, busi- The book has chapters on protection of ideas, re-
ness, and tax decisions encountered by companies strictive covenants (promises not to work for com-
in the computer industry. The authors present strat- petitors, and the like), and computer software.  It
egies for making and implementing these decisions. has numerous appendices with some model forms
The book presents a good overview of commercial and some relevant statutes.
law as it applies to software licenses, warranties,
and limitations of liability.  The section on protect- Henry80
ing technology analyzes the current law from the Henry, N., ed. Copyright, Congress and Technology:
perspective of a company aggressively seeking to

The Public Record, Vol. V:  CONTU’s Final Reportprotect proprietary technology, presents suggestions
and Recommendations. Phoenix:  Oryx Press, 1980.for structuring a software protection program, and

discusses considerations in protecting and enforcing Contains the CONTU Report.  (See [CONTU79].)
those rights. The chapter on employment agree-
ments is specifically targeted to the software com- Hoffman87pany employer and covers all aspects of such agree-

Hoffman, P. The Software Legal Book. Croton-on-ments. Acquisition of hardware and software is ad-
Hudson, N. Y.:  Shafer Books, 1987.dressed from both the vendor’s and the customer’s

perspective. The chapter on software licensing A very basic “how-to” book with helpful practical
presents an overview of the issues that should be suggestions about how to protect intellectual prop-
addressed in each license.  The book concludes with erty rights in software.
a chapter on distribution arrangements and the legal
issues, such as antitrust considerations, that can af-

Lautsch85fect such arrangements.
Lautsch, J. American Standard Handbook of Soft-
ware Law. Reston, Va.:  Reston Publishing, 1985.Davis85

Davis, G. Software Protection. New York:  Van This book was written as a user’s manual to enable
Nostrand Reinhold, 1985. the software engineer to communicate with lawyers,

tax advisors, and other professionals.  It provides a
This “user friendly” book is intended to give both broad survey of legal concepts, business implemen-
practical and legal assistance to software develop- tation guidelines, and examples of documents such
ers, publishers, executives, and lawyers in the as publication and maintenance agreements and
microcomputer industry, as well as to provide licenses. The book offers an overview of the rudi-
guidance to software users regarding their responsi- ments of intellectual property, tort, and contract law
bilities under software licenses.  In addition to pro- as they affect the software developer.  Additionally,
viding a broad overview of intellectual property law software warranties and liability issues are covered.
as it relates to protecting software, the author identi- The book is unique in presenting legal principles in
fies steps that can be taken to protect software with- a context that can be understood by software engi-
out the daily services of a lawyer.  The book covers neers. It is recommended reading for students and
copyright, trade secret, and patent protection, with a teachers seeking a broad-based introduction to legal
primary focus on copyright.  Chapter 11, on soft- concepts affecting software. Although it does not
ware licenses, provides a useful analysis of the contain extensive coverage of software licenses, it
reason software is licensed and sold. The author, could serve as a useful teaching model for present-
however, focuses only on object-code copyright ing legal concepts to the software engineering stu-
licenses. Copyright registration, enforcement, and dent who has no familiarity with the legal world.
infringement are also discussed.  Chapter 13 pro-
vides a useful discussion about licensing software to

Nash83the government, but this chapter may soon become
Nash, R. C., Jr., and L. Rawicz. Patents and Tech-outdated, in light of forthcoming revisions to the
nical Data. New York: Government Contracts Pro-regulations. This book is useful for its practical,

in-depth coverage of copyright licensing. gram, George Washington University, 1983.

Although the federal and defense acquisition regula-
Epstein84 tions affecting software have changed since this
Epstein, M. Modern Intellectual Property. New book was written, it is a very useful resource on the
York: Law & Business/Harcourt Brace Jovanovich, history of “data rights” regulations and is widely
1984. used by government attorneys.

The major focus of this lawyer’s guide to intellec-
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Nimmer85 Breyer70
Nimmer, R. The Law of Computer Technology. Bos- Breyer, S. “The Uneasy Case for Copyright:  A
ton: Warren, Gorham & Lamont, 1985. Study of Copyright in Books, Photocopies, & Com-

puter Programs.” 84 Harvard Law Review 281
This work offers a comprehensive and sophisticated (1970).treatment of the legal issues spawned by the infor-
mation age. Chapters 1 through 3 cover the law of This article questions the need for copyright protec-
patent, copyright, and trade secret.  Chapter 4 pro- tion for books and computer programs and hy-
vides an excellent discussion of the legal aspects of pothesizes how such works would be distributed in
joint and sequential development of computer tech- the absence of copyright.
nology; it encompasses intellectual property, an-
titrust, and tax principles.  The coverage of tech- Chisum86
nology licensing in chapter 6 is a good overview of

Chisum, D. “The Patentability of Algorithms.” 47licensing law, spanning copyright, patent, and trade
University of Pittsburgh Law Review 959 (1986).secret licenses, as well as software publishing and

distribution contracts.  The book also discusses Critical of Supreme Court decisions that have stated
computer-related torts, international trade con- that algorithms are unpatentable ideas, Professor
siderations, computer crime, electronic publishing, Chisum constructs an argument that protecting algo-
and computer privacy.  This book is highly recom- rithms is consistent with patent doctrine and pur-
mended reading for teachers. poses underlying patent law.

OTA86 Conley85
Congress of the United States, Office of Technology Conley, J., and R. Bryan.  “A Unifying Theory for
Assessment. Intellectual Property Rights in an Age the Litigation of Computer Software Cases.” 6
of Electronics & Information. Washington, D.C.: Computer/Law Journal 55 (1985).
U.S. Government Printing Office, 1986.

This article advocates adoption of a copyright in-
Of all the books on software legal protection, this is fringement standard focusing on the conduct of the
the best and most interesting discussion of the chal- alleged infringer (e.g., did he or she make use of the
lenges to traditional intellectual property goals plaintiff’s code in developing his own?).
presented by advances in electronic storage and
transmission of information.  If you want one book CONTU79to use for a course on deep issues of intellectual

National Commission on New Technological Usesproperty law, this is it.
of Copyrighted Works. Final Report. 1979.

The “CONTU Report” Congress relied on in decid-
ing to add computer programs to the copyright sys-
tem. The entire report is reprinted in [Henry80].Articles and Reports

Davidson83Most of the articles below are law review articles
Davidson, D. “Protecting Computer Software:  Aand can be found in law libraries.  This bibliography
Comprehensive Analysis.” 23 Jurimetrics J. 337uses legal citation form for the the articles, which
(1983).shows the volume number before the journal name,

followed by the page citation and year of publica- The title says it all.  Primary emphasis is on
tion. copyright law protection for software.  The author

has an expansive view of the scope of copyright for
software.Bender86

Bender, D. “Protection of Computer Programs: The
Copyright/Trade Secret Interface.” 47 University of Davidson86b
Pittsburgh Law Review 907 (1986). Davidson, D. “Common Law, Uncommon

Software.” 47 University of Pittsburgh Law ReviewBender discusses numerous potential sources of
1037 (1986).conflict between copyright and trade secret protec-

tion for the same piece of software, and develops a This article argues for common-law modification of
theory to harmonize them. copyright law to provide suitable protection for

software and other information products. The
“black box” test for infringement—i.e., you can
copy externals but not internals—is introduced here.
An interesting theory, but not one used by judges.
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Deasy88 Grogan84
Deasy, K., and A. Martin.  “Seeking the Balance Be- Grogan, A. “Decompilation and Disassembly: Un-
tween Government and Industry Interests in Soft- doing Software Protection.” 1 Computer Lawyer 1
ware Acquisition.” 14 Rutgers Computer and Tech- (1984).
nology Law Journal 159 (1988).  Also published as

Grogan argues that making a copy of software inU.S. Air Force Electronic Systems Division Tech- order to reverse-engineer it ought to be considered
nical Report ESD-TR-87-114. both an infringement of the copyright and a misap-

propriation of trade secrets.The authors recommend changes in the Department
of Defense software acquisition regulations to
achieve a better balance between government and HarvardNote82
industry interests.  This is a report on consensus “Toward a Unified Theory of Copyright Infringe-
achieved as a result of a workshop in which govern- ment for an Advanced Technological Era.” 96 Har-
ment and industry representatives participated. vard Law Review 450 (1982).

It is argued that, in view of advances in copyingDisclosureNote86
technology, copyright infringement should be

“The Disclosure Requirements of 35 U.S.C. §112 restricted to commercial and nearly identical copy-
and Software-Related Patent Applications:  Debug- ing.
ging the System.” 18 Connecticut Law Review 855
(1986). Haynes87

This article discusses the disclosure requirements of Haynes, M., and S. Durant.  “Patents and Copyrights
patent law as they affect software inventions. Quite in Computer Software Based Technology: Why
useful discussion for those considering patent pro- Bother with Patents?” 4 Computer Lawyer 1 (1987).
tection.

This article argues that it is worthwhile to patent
software inventions because of the greater certaintyDSB87 under patent law, as compared to copyright law, of

Defense Science Board. Report of the Defense Sci- protection of structural features of software.
ence Board Task Force on Military Software. 1987.

Karjala87The Defense Science Board, consisting of scientists
who advise the Department of Defense on science- Karjala, D. “Copyright, Computer Software, and the
related issues, formed a task force to study how to New Protectionism.” 28 Jurimetrics J. 33 (1987).
improve the development and delivery of high-

This article asserts that copyright protection forquality software to DoD.  This report analyzes im-
computer programs should be limited to protectionpediments to Department of Defense acquisition of
against outright copying of code. The article dis-advanced software systems.  It discusses software
cusses the dangers of overprotection of software,“data rights” regulations as an impediment and rec-
especially with respect to the growth of the tech-ommends changes to the regulations.
nology. Karjala is critical of many recent court de-
cisions.Gilburne82

Gilburne, M., and R. Johnston.  “Trade Secret Pro-
Kastenmeier85tection for Software Generally and In the Mass
Kastenmeier, R., and M. J. Remington.  “The Semi-Market.” 3 Computer/Law J. 211 (1982).
conductor Chip Protection Act of 1984:  A Swamp

Gilburne and Johnston outline the pitfalls and ad- or Firm Ground?” 70 Minnesota Law Review 417
vantages of trade secret protection for software. (1985).

Thoughtful essay by a congressman and a congres-Goldstein86
sional staffer, who develop guidelines for when leg-

Goldstein, P. “Infringement of Copyright in Com- islative action might be appropriate in response to
puter Programs.” 47 University of Pittsburgh Law requests for creation of new forms of intellectual
Review 1119 (1986). property protection. The SCPA experience is used

as an illustration.The author articulates a theory that copyright pro-
tection for software should be quite narrow on ac-

Kidwell85count of its functional nature.
Kidwell, J. “Software & Semiconductors: Why Are
We Confused?” 70 Minnesota Law Review 533
(1985).
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Discusses the different kinds of confusion that soft- Menell87
ware and semiconductors have created for legal Menell, P. S. “Tailoring Legal Protection for Com-
policymakers and judges who attempt to make or puter Software.” 39 Stanford Law Review 1329
interpret rules about intellectual property protection (1987).
for software and semiconductors.

An economic analysis of the need to “tailor”
copyright protection for operating system softwareKline86
to enable compatible systems to be developed byKline, M. “Requiring an Election of Protection for
competitors without the threat of infringement.Patentable/Copyrightable Computer Programs.” 6

Computer/Law J. 607 (1986).
MinnesotaNote84

Examines issues related to computer programs that “Copyright Protection of Computer Programs: A
meet the requisites for both copyright and patent Modification of the Substantial Similarity Test.” 68
protection. The author argues that the developer Minnesota Law Review 1264 (1984).
should be required to choose either copyright or
patent protection, and should not be permitted to Argues that the “lay observer” test should not be
claim both. employed in computer program copyright infringe-

ment cases because of its misleading character.
Rather, infringement proceedings should focus onLange81
expert testimony regarding underlying programLange, D. “Recognizing the Public Domain.” 44
similarities. Argument is also made for broaderLaw & Contemporary Problems 147 (1981). rights to reuse components of computer programs to
allow for incremental development of the technol-Critical of some copyright and unfair competition
ogy.cases that create property or property-like rights for

things traditionally thought to be unprotectable,
thereby threatening the public domain. Newell86

Newell, A. “The Models Are Broken, The Models
LoyolaNote87 Are Broken!” 47 University of Pittsburgh Law
“Whelan Associates v. Jaslow Dental Laboratory: Review 1023 (1986).
Copyright Protection for the Structure and Sequence

Computer scientist’s response to legal scholarof Computer Programs.” 21 Loyola Los Angeles Law Donald Chisum’s article on the patentability of al-
Review 255 (1987). gorithms. While not disputing Chisum’s conclusion

that algorithms should be patentable under presentInteresting overview and discussion of the Whelan
law, Professor Newell argues that the theoreticaldecision.
models underlying the patent system are obsolete.

Maier87
Nimmer86Maier, G. “Software Protection—Integrating Patent
Nimmer, R., and P. Krauthaus.  “Copyright & Soft-Copyright, and Trade Secret Law.” 28 Idea 13
ware Technology Infringement: Defining Third(1987).
Party Development Rights.” 62 Indiana Law Review

Maier discusses how different aspects of software 13 (1986).
can be protected by different kinds of intellectual

The authors argue that because software is a tech-property rights.
nology and because technological progress is made
through incremental improvements, copyright caseMartin87 law should distinguish between outright piracy of

Martin, A., and K. Deasy.  “Licensing of Intellectual code and development of improved or expanded
Property Rights Needed for Software Support: A functionality.
Life Cycle Approach.” 28 Jurimetrics J. 223 (1988).
Also published as U.S. Air Force Electronic Systems Packard86
Division Technical Report ESD-TR-87-102. President’s Blue Ribbon Commission on Defense

Management. A Quest for Excellence. 1986.The authors discuss the importance of making ap-
propriate licensing arrangements for the mainte- Recommendations of a presidential commissionnance and enhancement of software after delivery to known as the “Packard Commission,” after itsthe user. chairman David Packard, to the Department of De-

fense regarding acquisition of technical data and
software. The report recommends a change in the
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DFARS data rights policy so as to make it more Samuelson85
balanced toward respecting the rights of private in- Samuelson, P. “Creating a New Kind of Intellectual
dustry. Property Law: Applying Lessons of the Chip Law

to Computer Programs.” 70 Minnesota Law Review
Patterson87 471 (1985).
Patterson, L. R. “Free Speech, Copyright, & Fair

This article argues that the same reasons CongressUse.” 40 Vanderbilt Law Review 1 (1987).
had for creating sui generis legislation for semicon-
ductor chip designs—namely, the utilitarian charac-Patterson argues that, under the U.S. Constitution,
ter of such designs—also apply to software.  There-free speech considerations were intended to be in-
fore, it is appropriate to have sui generis legislationcorporated into copyright law.  To accomplish this,
for software also.copyright liability should only be imposed on those

who use the copyright competitively, and not on
those who do so for noncommercial purposes. Samuelson86a

Samuelson, P. “The Need for Reform of the Soft-
PittNote86 ware Licensing Policy of the Department of
“The Taking of Trade Secrets: What Constitutes Just Defense.” 27 Jurimetrics J. 9 (1986).
Compensation?” 48 University of Pittsburgh Law

Discusses the software data rights regulations andReview 247 (1986).
policies of the Department of Defense and the inter-
play of these regulations and copyright law.Discusses implications of Monsanto decision recog-
Samuelson also discusses the interplay of these reg-nizing property interest in trade secrets.  Examines
ulations and trade secret law, especially as to poten-alternatives for determining damages, based on in-
tial injunctive relief against disclosure of tradefringement of property interest in trade secret.
secrets.

Raskind85
Samuelson86bRaskind, L. “Reverse Engineering, Unfair Competi-
Samuelson, P. “Allocating Ownership Rights intion & Fair Use.” 70 Minnesota Law Review 385
Computer Generated Works.” 47 University of Pitts-(1985).
burgh Law Review 1185 (1986).

Raskind discusses the history and implications of
Considers the problem of how intellectual propertythe reverse-engineering provision of the semicon-
rights in output generated by a copyrighted com-ductor chip law and the Congressional intent that, if
puter program should be allocated. Samuelson con-reverse engineering is shown, “substantial identity,”
cludes that among the potential beneficiaries—therather than merely “substantial similarity,” must be
machine, the user, the programmer, the user andshown in infringement actions.
programmer jointly, or no one—allocation of rights
to the user is the most sensible policy and the mostRaskind86
compatible with the purposes underlying theRaskind, L. “The Uncertain Case for Special Legis- copyright law, except insofar as the output is a rec-

lation Protecting Computer Software.” 47 University ognizable block of expression from the underlying
of Pittsburgh Law Review 1131 (1986). program, in which case the programmer should

have rights in it.Recommending numerous changes in copyright law
or interpretation to accommodate software, includ-
ing a higher originality standard, a change in the Samuelson87
modification provision, and a compulsory license Samuelson, P., K. Deasy, and A. Martin.  “Proposal
feature. for A New “Rights in Software” Clause for Software

Acquisitions by the Department of Defense.” 4 Com-
Samuelson84 puter Lawyer 32 (1987). Also published as U.S. Air
Samuelson, P. “CONTU Revisited:  The Case Force Electronic Systems Division Technical Report
Against Copyright Protection for Computer ESD-TR-86-203.
Programs.” 1984 Duke Law Journal 663 (1984).

Suggestions for changes to Department of Defense
software acquisition policy.  Problem with currentCritical of the CONTU Report on which Congress
acquisition regulations are identified, based on nu-relied in amending the copyright statute to add com-
merous interviews with government and industryputer programs to its subject matter.  Samuelson
representatives. Recommendations are aimed atargues that copyright is not an appropriate form of
achieving greater balance between government andprotection for utilitarian subject matters that do not
industry interests.disclose their contents.
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protection for non-code aspects of software, such asSamuelson88a
algorithms, instruction sets, programming lan-Samuelson, P. “Modifying Copyrighted Software:
guages, and input formats.Adjusting Copyright Doctrine to Accommodate a

Technology.” 28 Jurimetrics J. 179 (1988).
Sumner87

Samuelson argues that because software is a tech- Sumner, J., and D. Plunkett.  “Powerful New Soft-
nology, there is need for wider rights to modify it— ware Protection in Europe:  The Patent Trendboth by users and by third-party maintainers—than

Continues.” 4 Computer Lawyer 1 (1987).there is for traditional copyrighted works.
Discusses developments in international patent pro-
tection for software.Samuelson88b

Samuelson, P., and A. C. Martin. Software Devel-
opment and Licensing Contracts. Curriculum Mod-
ule SEI-CM-15-1.0, Software Engineering Institute,
Carnegie Mellon University, Pittsburgh, Pa., April Cases
1988.

Relevant court cases are listed below.  SeeThis curriculum module gives an overview of legal
“Understanding Legal Citations” above for a generalissues involved in the development and distribution
discussion of the format used.  Additionally, under-of software.
standing of several terms and abbreviations is help-
ful for understanding the full meaning of these legalStanfordNote86
citations.“Defining the Scope of Copyright Protection for

Computer Software.” 38 Stanford Law Review 497
Relating to present and subsequent procedural his-(1986).
tory of a case:

This note argues that structural similarities between • cert. denied — (certiorari denied): The court,programs should be a basis for copyright infringe-
generally the U.S. Supreme Court, exercised itsment and that screen displays should be considered
discretion in deciding not to review a lower-courtpart of the program’s copyrighted expression.
decision. A denial of certiorari has no effect on
the precedential value of the lower court opinion.Stern85a

• aff ’d — (affirmed):  An appellate court, after re-Stern, R. “Determining Liability for Infringement of
view, has affirmed, or agreed with, the decision ofMask Work Rights Under the Semiconductor Chip
a lower court.Protection Act.” 70 Minnesota Law Review 271

(1985). • rev’d — (reversed): An appellate court has dis-
agreed with, and therefore reversed, a lower-courtExhaustive survey of issues likely to arise in litiga-
decision. An appellate court can reverse the lower-tion over semiconductor chip designs under SCPA.
court decision in whole or in part.  That part of a
decision that has been reversed is no longer “goodStern85b
law.”Stern, R. “Section 117 of the Copyright Act:

• In re — (in the matter of): Designation used toCharter of the Software User’s Rights or an Illusory
introduce a case in which only one party was in-Promise?” 7 Western New England Law Review 459
volved.(1985).

Stern argues that certain cases have interpreted the Other abbreviations:
special provision giving software users rights to • U.S.P.Q. — (U.S. Patent Quarterly): Amake backup copies and modifications (§117) more

subject-matter–specific reporter publishing casesnarrowly than is sensible or than was intended by
relating to patents, trademarks, and copyrights.Congress.

• C.C.P.A. — (Court of Customs and Patent
Appeals): Predecessor (1929-1982) to the U.S.Stern86
Court of Appeals for the Federal Circuit (Fed. Cir.).Stern, R. “The Bundle of Rights Suited to New

Technology.” 47 University of Pittsburgh Law • T.T.A.B. — (Trademark Trial and Appeal Board):
Review 1229 (1986). An agency-level tribunal, within the Patent and

Trademark Office, for resolving disputes related toStern proposes a new form of intellectual property
trademarks.
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Abele Banner
In re Abele, 684 F.2d 902 (C.C.P.A. 1982). Titanium Metals Corp. of America v. Banner, 778

F.2d 775 (Fed. Cir. 1985).
Elaborating on the proper way to claim patent rights
for software inventions. Patent may not issue on an old alloy, known to

others through publication of an article, even though
a new property of the alloy had been identified.Arndt

Williams v. Arndt, 626 F. Supp. 571 (D.
BeardsleyMass. 1985).
Continental Casualty Co. v. Beardsley, 253 F.2d 702

Infringement of copyright found as to program im- (2d Cir.), cert. denied, 358 U.S. 816 (1958).
plementing system of stock purchasing described in
a written work. Insurance form was copyrightable, but scope of

copyright was very narrow because of its function-
ality. Virtual identity necessary to sustain infringe-Arnstein
ment.Arnstein v. Porter, 154 F.2d 464 (2d Cir. 1946).

Standard two-step analytic framework for copyright Benson
infringement. The first step involves expert tes- Gottschalk v. Benson, 409 U.S. 63 (1972).
timony on the issue of whether the defendant made
use of the infringing work.  The second step ex- Program for conversion of binary-coded decimal
cludes expert testimony and relies on a more intui- into pure binary was not patentable because a patent
tive judgement about whether piracy has occurred. on it would be equivalent to a patent on the algo-

rithm, and algorithms are unpatentable ideas.
Artic

BostonHockeyMidway Mfg. Co. v. Artic Int’l, Inc., 547 F. Supp.
Boston Hockey Association, Inc. v. Dallas Cap &999 (N.D. Ill. 1982), aff ’d, 704 F.2d 1009 (7th Cir.
Emblem Mfg., Inc., 510 F.2d 1004 (5th Cir.), cert.1983).
denied, 432 U.S. 868 (1975).

Manufacture and sale of circuit boards that speeded
up the play of the plaintiff’s copyrighted video Team won trademark infringement action against
game was held to be an infringing derivative work. firm that made and sold patches with team trade-

mark on them.
Atari

BradleyAtari v. JS&A Group, Inc., 597 F. Supp. 5 (N.D.
In re Bradley, 600 F.2d 807 (C.C.P.A. 1979), aff ’dIll. 1983).
by an equally divided court, sub nom. Diamond v.

Contributory infringement of software copyrights Bradley, 450 U.S. 381 (1981).was found where defendant sold device useful for
duplication of video games made by the plaintiff. Microcode is patentable.

Atlas Broderbund
Atlas Powder Co. v. E.I. DuPont de Nemours & Co., Broderbund Software, Inc. v. Unison World, Inc.,
Inc., 750 F.2d 1569 (Fed. Cir. 1984). 648 F. Supp. 1127 (N.D. Cal. 1986).

Discussing “equivalents” test for patent infringe- Similarities in screen display formats were the basis
ment. for a conclusion that Unison infringed the Broder-

bund program copyright.
Baker
Baker v. Selden, 101 U.S. 99 (1879). Brulotte

Brulotte v. Thys Co., 379 U.S. 29 (1964).Classic statement of the “idea/expression” dichoto-
my in copyright law.  Copyright owner of a book Patent preemption of state contract law, which
about an accounting system could not prevent a sec- would have extended life of expired patent.
ond author from using very similar ledger sheets in
his book on the same system. Cali

Cali v. Eastern Airlines, Inc., 442 F.2d 65 (2d
Cir. 1971).
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Discussing “experimental use” exception to patent’s Diehr
novelty requirement. Diamond v. Diehr, 450 U.S. 175 (1981).

Upholding software patentability where softwareCatalda
was part of the rubber curing process. Diehr sought

Alfred Bell & Co. v. Catalda Fine Arts Inc., 191 a process patent for a rubber curing process imple-
F.2d 99 (2d Cir. 1951). mented by a computer program. The program per-

mitted continuous monitoring and updating of infor-Analyzing “originality” of mezzotints of “great
mation about temperature conditions within the rub-master” paintings. To be “original,” a work must
ber mold and signaled when the mold should beowe its origin to its author, not be copied from
opened. The process produced perfectly cured rub-another, and be more than a trivial variation of
ber; prior to Diehr’s process, rubber was often im-preexisting works.
properly cured.  This invention thus solved a long-
standing industry problem.  Because the process,

CES considered as a whole, was performing a function of
CES Publishing Corp. v. St. Regis Publications Inc., the sort that the patent laws were designed to
531 F.2d 11 (2d Cir. 1975). protect (e.g., transforming matter or reducing an ar-

ticle to a different state or thing), the Supreme Court“Consumer Electronics Monthly” is generic and not
held that Diehr had recited a patentable claim.  Thisa trademark.
case has been hailed as a significant victory for the
patentability of programs, even though it did not

Christopher hold that a program in itself could be patentable as a
E.I. DuPont de Nemours & Co., Inc. v. Christopher, process. Diehr is the most recent Supreme Court

precedent on the patentability of computer pro-431 F.2d 1012 (5th Cir.), cert. denied, 400 U.S.
grams. Diehr partly repudiates Flook, insofar as1024 (1970).
Flook suggested that software process claims had to

Trade secret misappropriation found where im- be analyzed in terms of inventiveness of each con-
proper means used. stituent element of the process.

Colt Dravo
Christianson v. Colt Industries Operating Corp., 822 Smith v. Dravo Corp., 203 F.2d 369 (7th Cir. 1953).
F.2d 1544 (Fed. Cir. 1987), aff ’d in part, rev’d in

Trade secret misappropriation found where therepart, 100 S.Ct. 811 (1988).
was breach of confidential relationship created by

Responsibility of patentee to disclose elements of negotiations.
invention and not hold them as trade secrets.

Financial
Combustion Financial Information, Inc. v. Moody’s Investors
Combustion Engineering, Inc. v. Murray Tube Service Inc., 751 F.2d 501 (2d Cir. 1984).
Works, Inc., 222 U.S.P.Q. 239 (E.D. Tenn. 1984).

No “originality” in compilation of information
Reverse engineering from blueprints to make re- about municipal and corporate bonds; hence, no
placement boiler parts was not an infringement of copyright protection.
copyright in the drawing.

Flook
ComputerStore Parker v. Flook, 437 U.S. 584 (1978).
In re The Computer Store, 211 U.S.P.Q. 72

It is important to understand that the Flook decision(T.T.A.B. 1981).
was made after Benson, but before Diehr. In Flook,

“The Computer Store” for computer sales outlet is the computer program at issue was not the whole of
generic, not a valid trademark. the process claimed to be patentable, but only the

novel element of that process. For many years,
those who operated catalytic converters had beenDann
measuring operating conditions such as tempera-Dann v. Johnston, 425 U.S. 219 (1976).
ture, pressure, and flow rates in order to calculate
“alarm limits,” which indicated whether conditionsSoftware for bank cash deposit machine found to
within the converter were abnormal or dangerous,lack “invention,” even though it exhibited some ca-
requiring corrective actions.  Using a new algo-pabilities not possessed by previous machines.
rithm, Flook had written a computer program that
allowed the alarm limits to be continuously updated.
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The Supreme Court thought Flook to be seeking, as Copyright infringement was found where network
Benson had, a patent on a mathematical formula, deleted 27 percent of the text of Monty Python pro-
and hence rejected his claim as unpatentable.  Al- grams, more than the scope of the license allowed.
though the Supreme Court did not say that proc-
esses involving computer programs were not patent- Gillman
able, its holding was discouraging for those who Gillman v. Stern, 114 F.2d 28 (2d Cir. 1940).
thought such protection desirable.

Discussing the novelty requirements of patent law.
Formula

GracenApple Computer, Inc. v. Formula International, Inc.,
594 F. Supp. 617 (C.D. Cal. 1984). Gracen v. Bradford Exchange, 698 F.2d 300 (7th

Cir. 1983).
Competitor’s transfer of copy of lawfully acquired
Apple program to a different disk for repackaging Higher standard of originality (a “substantial
for sale to customers infringed the Apple copyright; variation”) necessary for derivative works.
§117 defense was unavailing.

Graham
Franklin Graham v. John Deere Co., 383 U.S. 1 (1966).
Apple Computer, Inc. v. Franklin Computer Corp.,

Classic statement of “invention” standard under714 F.2d 1240 (3d Cir. 1983), cert. dismissed, 464
U.S. patent law, and procedure to be followed inU.S. 1033 (1984).
infringement decision in which the inventiveness of
the patent is challenged.Upholding the copyrightability of operating system

programs over objections that they were utilitarian
and therefore unprotectable processes. Graver

Graver Tank & Mfg. Co. v. Linde Air Products Co.,
Freeman 339 U.S. 605 (1950).
In re Freeman, 573 F.2d 1237 (C.C.P.A. 1978).

“Equivalents” test for patent infringement.
Two-step test for analyzing patentability of software
inventions. Hubco

Hubco Data Products Corp. v. Management Assis-
Frybarger tance, Inc., 219 U.S.P.Q. 450 (D. Idaho 1983).
Frybarger v. IBM Corp., 812 F.2d 525 (9th

Making a copy of a computer program for reverseCir. 1987).
engineering purposes infringes the copyright.

No infringement of video game copyright;
similarities were in ideas and indispensable expres- INS
sion. International News Service v. Associated Press, 248

U.S. 215 (1918).
Gayler

Origins of “misappropriation” tort.  INS was heldGayler v. Wilder, 51 U.S. 477 (1850).
liable for stealing verbatim AP news in un-

Discussing the novelty requirements of patent law. copyrighted published newspapers. AP had “quasi-
property” interest in its news, until the value of the
news ceased.Ghiron

In re Ghiron, 442 F.2d 985 (C.C.P.A. 1971).
Intel

Detailed code need not be disclosed for software Intel Corp. v. Radiation Inc., 184 U.S.P.Q. 54
patent applications; flowcharts and block diagrams (T.T.A.B. 1974).may be sufficient for disclosure of invention so long
as people skilled in the computing field would be “PROM” held to be a generic name, not a trade-
able to understand and implement the invention by mark.
writing a program from them

Itoh
Gilliam Digital Equipment Corp. v. C. Itoh & Co., 229
Gilliam v. American Broadcasting Cos., 538 F.2d 14 U.S.P.Q. 598 (D.N.J. 1985).
(2d Cir. 1976).

Layout of keys, set up of screen, and general ap-
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pearance of video monitor was functional and not Landsberg
protectable as a trademark; no secondary meaning Landsberg v. Scrabble Crossword Game Players,
to other features for which trademark protection Inc., 736 F.2d 485 (9th Cir. 1984).
was sought.

Scope of copyright depends on the nature of the
work. Narrow scope of copyright for more func-Job’sDaughters
tional works, such as strategy book for games.Int’l Order of Job’s Daughters v. Lindeburg and

Co., 633 F.2d 912 (9th Cir. 1980).
Lear

In case involving jewelry manufacturer, the court Lear, Inc. v. Adkins, 395 U.S. 653 (1969).
held that use of the emblem of an organization did

Patent preemption of state law.not constitute trademark infringement where
emblem was used as functional part of jewelry de-
sign and no evidence was presented that customers Lotus1
had been misled into believing the organization Lotus Development Corp. v. Masaic Software, —
sponsored or endorsed the jewelry. F. Supp. — (D. Mass.).  Pending, No. 87-0074-K.

Copyright infringement claims based on similaritiesKalman
in the user interface and the screen displays forKalman v. Kimberly-Clark Corp., 713 F.2d 760
spreadsheet programs.(Fed. Cir. 1983).

Novelty “anticipation” doctrine of patent law. Lotus2
Lotus Development Corp. v. Paperback Software

Kenyon Int’l, — F. Supp. — (D. Mass.). Pending, No.
Metallizing Engineering Co. v. Kenyon Bearing & 87-0076-K.
Auto Parts Co., 153 F.2d 516 (2d Cir.), cert. denied,

Copyright infringement claims based on similarities328 U.S. 881 (1946).
in the user interface and the screen displays for
spreadsheet programs.Discussing the purpose of patent’s novelty require-

ment.

Manson
Kewanee Brenner v. Manson, 383 U.S. 519 (1966).
Kewanee Oil Co. v. Bicrom Corp., 416 U.S. 470

Upholding Patent Commissioner’s rejection of(1974).
Manson’s patent claims for a process to produce a
particular chemical having no known utility, forDiscussing patent preemption and the relationship
failure to meet the “useful” requirement of §101 ofbetween patent and trade secret law.
the patent law.

Keystone
MazerKeystone Bridge Co. v. Phoenix Iron Co., 95 U.S.
Mazer v. Stein, 347 U.S. 201 (1954).274 (1877).

A copyright in a statuette was challenged because itThe scope of patent rights is limited to “metes and
had been incorporated into a lamp as its base, whichbounds” of invention as described in the patent
made it into part of a utilitarian work.  Becauseclaims (i.e., what they say the invention is).
statuette was not itself utilitarian, the copyright was
upheld.Kramer

M. Kramer Mfg. Co. v. Andrews, 783 F.2d 421 (4th
McGregorCir. 1986).
McGregor-Doniger Inc. v. Drizzle Inc., 599 F.2d

To prove copying of audiovisual work copyright in 1126 (2d Cir. 1979).
poker video game, similarities in underlying pro-

Trademark case setting forth the standard to be usedgrams were admissible evidence.
to determine trademark infringement when goods
are similar, but noncompeting.Krofft

Sid & Marty Krofft Television Productions, Inc. v.
McDonald’s Corp., 562 F.2d 1157 (9th Cir. 1977).

Discussing analytic procedure to be used in
copyright infringement cases.
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MeadData MotionPicture
Motion Picture Patents Co. v. Universal Film Mfg.West Publishing Co. v. Mead Data Central, Inc., 799
Co., 243 U.S. 502 (1917).F.2d 1219 (8th Cir. 1986).

Patentee cannot unlawfully extend patent protectionPublisher of law books challenged computerized
through licensing.legal database service plans to put stars and page

citations into the database.  Defendant loses chal-
lenge to the “originality” of West page citations. NEC
Preliminary injunction issued.

NEC Corp. v. Intel Corp., — F. Supp. — (N.D.
Cal. 1989).  Case not yet published.

Megapulse
Holding that microcode is copyrightable but thatMegapulse, Inc. v. Lewis, 672 F.2d 959 (D.C.
NEC had not infringed Intel’s copyright because In-Cir. 1982).
tel failed to monitor copyright notices and because

Contractor could get injunction to prevent govern- code was too dissimilar to be infringing.
ment from releasing trade secret data for competi-
tive reprocurement. Nichols

Nichols v. Universal Pictures Corp., 45 F.2d 119 (2d
MerrillLynch Cir. 1930).
Paine, Webber, Jackson & Curtis, Inc. v. Merrill

“Pattern of abstraction” test for copyright infringe-Lynch, Pierce, Fenner & Smith, Inc., 564 F. Supp.
ment discussed in case involving two plays with1358 (D. Del 1983).
similar plots.

Rejecting argument that data processing inventions
are unpatentable.  Case was subsequently settled, so Paula
there has been no appellate review of the holding. C.M. Paula Co. v. Logan, 355 F. Supp. 189 (N.D.

Tex. 1973).
Meyer

No copyright infringement where purchaser of copyIn re Meyer, 688 F.2d 789 (C.C.P.A. 1982).
of copyrighted work incorporated it into product

Denying patent to medical expert system because it that was then sold to the public.
only mechanized mental process.

Pennwalt
Monsanto Pennwalt Corp. v. Durand-Wayland, Inc., 833 F.2d
Ruckelshaus v. Monsanto Co., 467 U.S. 986 (1984). 931 (Fed. Cir. 1987).

United States Supreme Court case recognizing a Software version of hardware invention for fruit
property interest in trade secrets. sorting was not infringing because components

were not equivalent on an element-by-element bas-
is.Morse

O’Reilly v. Morse, 56 U.S. 62 (1854).
Pitt

Morse claimed a patent on all devices that used
Univ. of Pittsburgh v. Champion Prods., Inc., 686electromagnetic force to communicate signals over
F.2d 1040 (3d Cir.), cert. denied, 459 U.S. 1087long distances, even though he had only invented
(1982).one device to do this.  His claim was likened to a

claim for a patent on scientific ideas.  Scope of Discusses issues related to use of team emblem on
patent restricted to that which patentee invented. products to capitalize on public desire to identify
No right to derivative inventions. with team.  Court permitted University of Pittsburgh

to seek injunction against future use of trademark
Morton-Norwich by defendant.
In re Morton-Norwich Products, Inc., 671 F.2d 1332
(C.C.P.A. 1982). PlainsCotton

Plains Cotton Cooperative Assn. v. GoodpastureDiscussing whether shape of container was func-
Computer Service, Inc., 807 F.2d 1256 (5thtional and hence disqualified for trademark protec-
Cir. 1987).tion; because other shapes could be used, court

decided shape was not functional. Like Whelan, Plains Cotton involved charges of
copyright infringement based solely on structural
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similarities between software programs. The Fifth SAS
Circuit reached a conclusion different from that SAS Institute, Inc. v. S&H Computer Systems, Inc.,
reached by the Third Circuit in the Whelan case. 605 F. Supp. 816 (M.D. Tenn. 1985).
Plains Cotton claimed that Goodpasture had ob-

In addition to taking 44 lines out of 186,000 lines oftained software design specifications by hiring four
code, structural similarities between the programsformer Plains Cotton employees who had developed
were the basis of infringement of copyright.Plains Cotton’s mainframe program and who had

done the design specifications for a PC version of it.
Though the appellate court agreed that there were Sears
significant organizational similarities between the Sears, Roebuck & Co. v. Stiffel Co., 376 U.S. 225
two programs, it concluded that market factors (1964).played an important role in determining the se-
quence and organization of cotton marketing soft- Federal patent law preempts state common law
ware. Such organizational similarities were, there- when it gives innovators equal or greater protection
fore, unprotectable “ideas” of the software, not than patent or copyright law would provide.
“expression.” The court in Plains Cotton expressly
declined to follow the Third Circuit’s Whelan deci- Sheldon
sion or apply its test for software copyright infringe-

Sheldon v. Metro-Goldwyn Pictures Corp., 81 F.2dment. It did not even cite SAS. It applauded and
49 (2d Cir. 1936).relied upon the reasoning in Synercom.

Similarities in plot structures of two dramatic works
(incident-by-incident sequence within severalPolaroid
scenes) was the basis for copyright infringement.Polaroid Corp. v. Polarad Electronics Corp., 287

F.2d 492 (2d Cir.), cert. denied, 368 U.S. 820
Sherwood(1961).
In re Sherwood, 613 F.2d 809 (C.C.P.A. 1980).No infringement of trademark was found, despite

similarity in name, where parties’ goods were dif- Discussing the “disclosure” and “best mode” re-
ferent and plaintiff delayed in bringing action. quirement of patent law.

Q-Co. Smith
Q-Co. Industries, Inc. v. Hoffman, 625 F. Supp. 608 In re Smith, 714 F.2d 1127 (Fed.  Cir. 1983).
(S.D.N.Y. 1985).

Discussing “experimental use” of patent’s novelty
Former employee’s competitive program did not in- requirement.
fringe copyright, despite similar terms in new
screens and modular structure of the competitive SnowCrest
program because no “expression” was taken from Coca-Cola Co. v. Snow Crest Beverages, Inc., 64the employer’s program.

F. Supp. 980 (D. Mass. 1946).

Trademark case discussing contributory infringe-Roth
ment. One who supplies goods knowing the cus-Roth Greeting Cards v. United Card Co., 429 F.2d
tomer will pass them off as those of the trademark1106 (9th Cir. 1970).
owner, or one who induces customers to buy with

Case which originated the “look and feel” test for the intention of passing them off as those of the
copyright infringement cases. trademark owner, can be held liable for contributory

infringement.

Salkeld
SoftkloneUniversal Athletic Sales Co. v. Salkeld, 511 F.2d
Digital Communications Assocs., Inc. v. Softklone904 (3d Cir. 1975).
Distributing Corp., 659 F. Supp. 449 (N.D.

Application of Baker v. Selden to copyrighted ex- Ga. 1987).ercise charts.  Chart similarities as to exercises not a
basis for infringement; graphic depictions of the ex- Main menu screen of popular “Crosstalk” commu-
ercises were different. nications program was held not to be protected by

the copyright in the underlying computer program.
However, DCA had a separate copyright in a com-
pilation of program terms, which was reflected in
the main menu screen. Softklone’s similar, but not
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identical, menu screen in its competitive program forms do not themselves communicate information
was held to infringe DCA’s compilation copyright. but only serve as receptacles for information sup-
Softklone’s use of DCA’s distinctive capitalization plied by users), EDT contended that Synercom’s in-
and highlighting of the first two letters of the com- put formats were uncopyrightable. The court
mands in the compilation and the execution of com- rejected this claim, saying that the input formats
mands through typing of the first two letters were expressed to the user the sequencing of data for
part of DCA’s protected expression. simplified access to the computer programs. Be-

cause of these expressive qualities, Synercom’s in-
put formats were copyrightable subject matter.Sony

Sony Corp. v. Universal City Studios, 464 U.S. 417 Though Synercom prevailed as to EDI’s first de-
fense, it lost on the second defense, which was that(1984).
EDI had taken only the “idea” of the formats, or

This case involved a copyright infringement charge more precisely, that EDI had taken no more
against a manufacturer of a videotape machine that “expression” of Synercom’s formats than was nec-
could be used to copy copyrighted movies from essary to take the “idea.” EDI relied on a series of
television. No infringement was found because copyright cases that had ruled that when the “ideas”
there were substantial noninfringing uses of the in a work were inextricably interconnected with the
machines; any copying of copyrighted works for “expression,” it was acceptable for others to take
time shifting purposes in home was fair use. the expression in order to be able to take the idea.

EDI convinced the judge that Synercom’s input for-Straus mats were analogous to the “H” pattern for car stick
Bobbs-Merrill Co. v. Straus, 210 U.S. 339 (1908). shifts. This pattern may have been chosen ran-

domly from a number of alternatives.  It may beAttempt to restrict a purchaser’s right to resell a
capable of being expressed in a variety of wayscopy of a copyrighted work was held to be outside
(such as a prose description, a diagram, or a photo-the scope of exclusive rights provided by copyright
graph, each of which might be copyrightable).  Yetlaw.
that would not mean that the first car manufacturer
to copyright a diagram of the “H” pattern couldStrohon prevent other car manufacturers from using this pat-

Midway Manufacturing Co. v. Strohon, 564 F. Supp. tern in their own cars or from using diagrams of a
741 (N.D. Ill. 1983). stick shift pattern.  The “H” pattern would be the

unprotectable “idea” depicted in the diagram.  UseCourt found infringement of video game program
of this pattern by other manufacturers would be so-copyright but not of audiovisual copyright.
cially desirable, as it would reduce the retraining of
drivers. Being unable to discern what “idea” there

Synercom might be in Synercom’s input formats, if not in their
Synercom Technology, Inc. v. University Computing order and sequence, the judge decided that EDI had
Co., 462 F. Supp. 1003 (N.D. Tex. 1978). taken only the “idea” in Synercom’s work, and so

EDI had not infringed the copyright.
Synercom was the first software copyright case to
consider whether structural similarities in the se-

Taylorquence and ordering of input formats could give rise
Taylor Instrument Cos. v. Fawley-Brost Co., 139to copyright liability.  Synercom had developed a
F.2d 98 (7th Cir. 1943), cert. denied, 321 U.S. 785structural analysis program for engineers.  Input for-

mats for this program were described in Synercom’s (1944).
user manual for the program.  Engineering

Claim of copyright in circular chart used in con-Dynamics, Inc. (EDI) used these input formats in its
junction with a temperature recording device wasown preprocessor program, which University Com-
invalid because chart had been part of a patentedputing Co. commercially distributed.  There was
device whose patent had expired.evidence in the case that there were hundreds of

structural analysis programs available on the market
TechnicalPublishingand that only Synercom’s and EDI’s used the same

formats. Moreover, it was clear that EDI had Technical Publishing Co. v. Lebhar-Friedman Inc.,
adopted these formats in order to compete more ef- 729 F.2d 1136 (7th Cir. 1984).
fectively with Synercom’s program.

“Software News” for magazine is generic and not a
EDI raised two defenses to Synercom’s input for- trademark.
mat infringement claim.  First, relying on a set of
cases that had ruled that blank forms were not
proper subject matter for copyright (because blank
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“structure” case at all.  The trial judge seemed to beUniden
more impressed with how the two programs per-E.F. Johnson Co. v. Uniden Corp. of America, 623
formed, speaking of similarities in the manner inF. Supp. 1485 (D. Minn. 1985).
which the two programs operated, controlled, and

Software copyright infringement was found because regulated the flow of information to the computer,
the defendant copied the detailed implementation of as a basis for finding Jaslow guilty of infringing
a portion of another firm’s program. Whelan’s copyright.  The trial judge was also im-

pressed by similarities in screen displays, though
without clarifying whether he considered this to beVault
a part of the program’s expression.Vault Corp. v. Quaid Software Ltd., 655 F. Supp.
On appeal, the Third Circuit upheld the lower750 (E.D. La. 1987).
court’s ruling. The Third Circuit, however, charac-

Refusing to enforce “shrink wrap” license restric- terized the similarities between the Whelan and Jas-
tions on purchaser copying, reverse engineering, low dental lab business software as “structural”
and modifications, despite a Louisiana statute similarities. The appellate court recognized that
making “shrink wrap” licenses enforceable, because Jaslow’s program was not a line-by-line translation
under federal copyright law, purchasers had rights of the Whelan program, that Jaslow’s program was
to do such things. written in a different programming style, used dif-

ferent algorithms, and had many structural features
Videotronics dissimilar to Whelan’s program.  Yet some data and

file structures were similar, and five subroutinesVideotronics Inc. v. Bend Electronics, 564 F. Supp.
performed the same function; these, the appellate1471 (D. Nev. 1983).
court decided, were enough to show infringement of

Rejecting trade secret claim involving a copyrighted the copyright.  Screen display similarities confirmed
video game. for the appellate court that the underlying programs

had substantially similar structures.
Walter The Third Circuit’s analysis in the Whelan decision
In re Walter, 618 F.2d 758 (C.C.P.A. 1980). was very lengthy and complex.  It may suffice,

however, to say that the court relied upon cases inElaborating on Freeman test for analyzing the
which the structural aspects of novels and plays hadpatentability of software inventions.
been the basis of the infringement determination,
and upon the compilation provisions of the

Wexler copyright law that provide that sequence and order-
Wexler v. Greenberg, 399 Pa. 569, 160 A.2d 430 ing of data can be copyrighted.  Partially distin-
(1960). guishing Synercom on the grounds that the input

formats in that case were structurally simpler than
Discussing former employee’s responsibilities as to full programs, the appellate judges in Whelan also
former employer’s trade secrets. took issue with the other court’s conclusion.  They

found another answer to the Synercom conundrum:
Whelan if sequence and order was the expression, what was

the separate idea being expressed?  The judges inWhelan Associates, Inc. v. Jaslow Dental Laborato-
Whelan said that the “idea” was the general purposery, Inc., 797 F.2d 1222 (3d Cir. 1986), cert. denied,
or function of the program, and the approach chosen93 L. Ed. 2d 831 (1987).
by a first software author was his or her

Jaslow hired Whelan to develop a program to help “expression.” Because there were other dental lab
him manage his dental laboratory business. He paid programs on the market that had different file and
for the development and gave Whelan extensive ac- data structures from Whelan’s, Jaslow could not
cess to his business to enable her to learn what func- claim he was only copying ideas.  This case is very
tions needed to be included in such a program. controversial, its reasoning much disputed, and its
Whelan wrote the “Dentalab” program in EDL to conclusion probably wrong, in view of the
run on IBM mainframes.  She delivered it to Jaslow copyright law’s exclusion from protection of proc-
and then arranged for commercial distribution to esses and procedures.
other dental labs.  Jaslow decided that there would
be a good market for software of this sort written in WhiteBASIC for IBM personal computers. Having taught

White Consolidated Industries, Inc. v. Vega Servo-himself to program, Jaslow wrote and then began to
Control, Inc., 713 F.2d 788 (Fed. Cir. 1983).market such a PC program.  Whelan sued.

Discussing the “disclosure” requirement in a soft-At the trial court level, Whelan did not seem to be a
ware case.
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Wilbur-Ellis
Wilbur-Ellis Co. v. Kuther, 377 U.S. 422 (1964).

Patentee had no right to control purchaser’s adap-
tation of the patented machine; no exclusive right of
the patentee was violated.

Wilkins
Williams & Wilkins Co. v. United States, 487 F.2d
1345 (Ct. Cl. 1973), aff ’d by an equally divided
court, 420 U.S. 376 (1975).

“Fair use” defense was upheld for a library in suit
by publisher based on the library’s policy of making
copies of journal articles for medical researchers.

Williams
Williams Electronics, Inc. v. Artic Int’l, Inc., 685
F.2d 870 (3d Cir. 1982).

Images depicted in “attract mode” of audiovisual
game are “fixed in a tangible medium of
expression,” despite changing nature of images.
Copyright can, therefore, be claimed in images, as
well as in the underlying program.

Yardley
In re Yardley, 493 F.2d 1389 (C.C.P.A. 1974).

Discussing the relationship of copyright and design
patent protection.
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